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BRISTOLS
FOR
TWO

By.

0. P. F. LANDERS
HERE is an exciting story of aerial

combat during the Great
War. The sequel to " Bristols
for Two " was i ariably " Coffee
for One "-a phRise laden with
grim significance ! But the usual
"dog-fight " did not materialise
this time-because one British
machine contained a pilot who
particularly interested the enemy !

PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR '-iiiRELESS

. . . his whole field of
sight blazed into a scarlet
and orange chrysanthemum

of fire.

And many other stories,
articles and air features

IN THE MARCH

AIR STORIES
4
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Absolutely
Indispensable
To The Practical
Amateur!
THE OUTLINE OF WIRELESS

By RALPH STRANGER
Here is a book which covers the theory and practice of Wireless
Reception from A to Z, and makes everything plain even to
the most." non -technical " reader.
" Step by step, line upon line, precept upon precept, it teaches
you everything you want to know about wireless."-WORLD-
RADIO.
816 pages Lavishly Illustrated. 8/6 net (By Pont, 91-)

WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR'S
ENCYCLOPEDIA

By F. J. CAMM
Wireless terms and definitions stated and explained in concise,
clear language by one of the best-known and most popular
designers and writers on the practical side of wireless construc-
tion. Profusely illustrated. A veritable treasure of wireless
knowledge. 5/- net (By Post, 5/6).

THE MATHEMATICS OF
WIRELESS

By RALPH STRANGER
This brilliant and experienced writer on Wireless has a happy
knack of making even the driest and most abstruse topic
interesting-and amusing 1 He has a characteristic way of
handling mathematics which appeals irresistibly to those to
whom previously the subject has seemed both difficult and
dull. 5/- net (R., Post, 5/6).

NEWNES' TELEVISION AND
SHORT-WAVE HANDBOOK

By F. J. CAMM
Everything about Drums, Mirror Screws, Scanning Discs
and other Scanning Systems, Neon Lamps, the Cathode -Ray
Oscillograph. How to Build Short-wave Receivars How to
Build Ultra -short-wave lReceivers,i Straight and :Superhet

5/- net (By Post, 5/6),lypes. Fully illustrated.

VERYMAN'S WIRELESS BOOK
By F. J. CAMM

A Radio Consultant for the Listener, Expert and Amateur
Constructor, explaining the Operation, Upkeep and Overhaul
of all types of Wireless RecIters, with Special Chapters on
the Principles of Radio Telep ny, Installation and Systematic
Fault-finding. With 200 Illustrations and Diagrams.

3/6 net (By Post, 4/-).

SIXTY TESTED WIRELESS
CIRCUITS

By F. J. CAMM
Modern circuits of practically 'every type from crystal to
superhet. Diagrams and instructio for assembling and wiring.
Details of components and notes operation.

2/6 net (By Post, 2/10).

You can keep well-informed with

WELDING ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK
3/6 net (By Post 3/9)

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER POCKET BOOK
3/6 net (By Post 3/9)

ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS FOR ELEC-
TRICk ENGINEERS By Sir Ambrose Fleming
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ROUND the WORLD of WIRELESS
Home -recording

ONE of the most interesting " side -lines "
of radio is the making of records, and

it is possible to record either home-made
entertainment or actual broadcasts received
on standard radio apparatus. There are
endless possibilities for the keen experi-
menter, not only in the results which may be
obtained, but in the circuits and processes
adopted for the purpose. We have before
given details of the main requirements, and
in this issue we go into the matter a little
more fully, and deal with special circuits
which may be needed where the work to be
carried Out is involved. It should be
remembered in connection with this work
that special records are available by means
of which sounds or special types of music
may bo obtained and incorporated in a
home-made record. Trumpet fanfares, for
instance, may be used as a prelude to a
spoken announcement or to conclude a
short play Or talk, and the home -cinema
enthusiast will find that this branch of radio
will greatly add to the interest of his hobby
as it is not a difficult matter to make a really
high-class sound aecompaniinent for a
home-made film, to run for .any length of
time. For the latter pinipse, of course,
twin turntables and pick-ups will he needed
to avoid a break between the playing of
successive discs.

America Again
FROM the U.S.A. comes the news that a

machine -has been built in which an
oscillator and various flit* and tone circuits
have been so incorporated that by means of
the operation Of keys, resembling a piano,
speech sounds may be reproduced through
a loud -speaker. It is stated that the
machine speaks fluently in several
languages, but has a slight " electrical "
accent.

"To the Public Danger"
WITH his first original work for radio,

Patrick Hamilton demonstrated in
" Money with Menaces " a complete appre-
ciation of all the opportunities provided bythe medium of broadcasting. His newplay, to be heard on the

i
National pro-

gramme on February 25th, s first and fore-
niost feat -class radio, with a thrilling. plot,
clear-cut characterisation and an ingenious

use of sound effects. But it is more than
merely a play ; it is a persuasive and
moving social document. He is concerned
in the play with the problem -presented by
the criminally foolish type of person who
drives when under the influence of alcohol.
This tragic theme-for it is no,-less-is
handled with a careful realism that is
infinitely more effective than melodrama.
The production will be by Val Gielgud.

Anti -Interference
AFURTHER step in the removal

interference with -radio equipment is
announced from Poland,- where the Vilno
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Hairdressers' Union has instructed its
members to fit anti -interference devices to
all electrical equipment.

Television Receiver Tax
THE question as to whether or not

television apparatus should be taxed
has been raised in many comitries. In
France recently the French Senate approved
a 100 -franc tax on this type of apparatus,
but the Chamber of Deputies rejected it as
being premature.

-Licensing in Denmark
IN an endeavOur to increase the popularity

of listening in Denmark the Broad-
casting Council. has reduced the licence fee
by per cent. This concession will remain
in force until March- 31st next.

News Bulletins
AS a result of research Made by the

authorities at Broadcasting House,
it has been discovered that the 6 o'clock
bulletin has the greatest audience. Next in
popularity comes the 9 o'clock bulletin,
followed in- order by the 10 o'clock and
7 o'clock recitals. As a result of this
research' the B.B.C. are considering the
transfer of the 10 p.M. Regional News to the
National wavelength at 9 p.m.

Shrove Tuesday 'Programme
ASPECIAL Shrove Tuesday programmo

in Welsh will be broadcast on
February 21st, and will present to listeners
some of the old customs and songs connected
with the feast in North Wales. In England,
apparently, the only social custom which
survives in connection with Shrove Tuesday
is the- eating of pancakes, and this was
probably originated because all the eggs
and fats had to be used up before Lent,
when these things were forbidden. InFrance the day is still known as Mardi
Gras-" Fat. Tuesday."

West Cumberland Variety
IN, 1936, Newcastle broadcast a pro-gramme called " Hark Forrard,' a
feature including a number of variety acts -'
by people from West Cinnberland. Listeners
greatly enjoyed the broadcast, and since
then there has-been a second successful
progrannue of the same kind, but with.
different artists. On February 23rd, again
from Newcastle, listeners will be given a
third edition of " Hark Forrard " and, as
before, the bill will be' compered by -W. S.
Newall, a journalist in Whitehaven, who
has contributed several items to Northern
programmes. ' This broadcast will be onthe Stagshaw and Northern wavelengths,
and it -is sure to be awaited with great
interest by listeners who live on the Cumber-
land coast, for nowhere, perhaps, is criticism
Of variety programmes keener than in this
part 'of the North Region.
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ROUND the WORL
The First Radio Stamp

AT the second National Stamp
Exhibition, held recently in New

York, the N.B.C. Philatelists' Club had a
stand on which were exhibited all the
stamps which had in any way referred to
wireless. The earliest stamp in this
category was of 1918 origin, and depicts
the Guatemalan Government Station.

Torkildsbu Station Out of Action
THE Norwegian commercial radio station,

Torkildsbu Radio, in south-east
Greenland, was recently practically
destroyed by a violent blizzard. No
member of the staff was seriously hurt,
and they were able to salvage the most
valuable part of the equipment.

To Assist Aircraft Landing in Fog
IN conjunction with the Lorenz radio

directional beam which is to be installed
at Ringway Airport, Manchester, the Air.
Ministry intends to lay down a powerfully
illuminated glass -covered "fog line," about
1,400 yards long, and stretching across the
aerodrome flush with the ground.

A New Wavelength Plan
f T is probable that a number of channels
I allocated to European transmitters
may be altered at the next meeting of the

Disguised as one of the chorus of the pantomime
" Queen of Hearts," B.B.C. Announcer Lionel
Gamlin recently broadcast from the stage of the
Lyceum Theatre. He carried an unobtrusive
little microphone, and talked during a 10 -minutes
novelty in a 45 -minutes broadcast to National
listeners. Mr. Gamlin, best known as the inter-
viewer in " In Town To -Night," had considerable
stage experience before joining the B.B.C. Our
illustration shows Mr. Gamlin leaving his dressing -

r00171.

Union Internationale de Radiodiffusion
which is to take place on March 1st. In
particular, France, Algeria and Morocco
will see many changes. The wavelengths
proposed for the French stations are as
follows : Radio -Paris, 1,639 in. (183 kc/s) ;
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Paris P.T.T., 419 m. (715 kc/s) ; Poste
Parisien (Paris), 280 in. (1,071 kc/s) ;
Eiffel Tower will remain on 206 m. (1,455
kc/s) ; PTT Grenoble and Lyons will take
448,m. (670 kc/s) ; PTT Marseilles, 376 m.
(798 kc/s) ; PTT Toulouse-Muret, 352 in.
(850 kc/s) ; PIT Strasbourg, 321.9 m.
(932 kc/s); PTT Limoges, 301.5 m. (995
kc/s) ; Radio Toulouse, 288 m. (1,045 ke/s) 
PTT Rennes, 271 m. (1,107 kc/s) ; PTT

since 1936. In that time he has broadcast
close on two thousand Works.

Mr. W. N. Robson's Visit Postponed
E are informed by the B.B.C. that,

dY owing to exceptionally heavy pro-
gramme commitments in his own country,
William N. Robson has been forced to
postpone his visit to London. It is hoped,
that later in the year listeners will have
an opportunity of hearing the work of this
brilliant producer, whose programmeS for
the Columbia Workshop, the experimental
Drama Department of the Columbia Broad-
casting System of America, have aroused
wide interest in the U.S.A.

George Formby, the popular comedian, and his actress wife Beryl, who recently visited
Ferranti Works at Moston, are here seen trying out a Ferranti Prestune receiver.

Bordeaux -Lafayette, 261 m. (1,150 kc/s) ;
Nice Cote-d'Azur, 238.1 m. (1,260 kc/s) ;
PTT Nord (Lille), 233 m. (1,287 kc/s) ;
PTT Montpellier, 223 m. (1,344 kc/s) ; in
Africa, Radio Maroc, according to French
papers, would work on 489 m. (612 kc/s) ;
and PTT Algiers, 293 m. (1,023 kc/s).
Moreover, France is asking that the follow-
ing channels should also be reserved for her
use : 221 m. (1,357 kc/s) ; 217 m. (1,382
kc/s) ; 211 m. (1,422 kc/s) ; 207 m. (1,449
kc/s) ; and 204 m. (1,470 kc/s). The
following stations which already existed
at the time the Plan de Lucerne was brought
into operation have not received, so far,
any definite wavelength, and it is hoped
that at the next meeting specific channels
may be allotted to them. They are :
Bordeaux-Sud-Ouest, Radio Cite (Paris) ;
Radio Agen ; Radio Lyons ; Radio
Mediterranee ; Radio Normandy ; Radio
37 (Paris) ; Poste de l'Ile de France (Paris) ;
and Radio Nimes. '

Orchestra Deserts the Classics
AROUSING and light-hearted concert

has been arranged for February 20th
by the B.B.C. Scottish Orchestra. Instead
of classical compositions which demand
more careful attention, listeners will hear a
Sousa march, a selection from " Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs," the Prelude
and Call from " Mary Rose " and Eric
Coates' " Springtime " suite. The orchestra
will be under its conductor, Guy Warrack,
who has been with the B.B.C. in Scotland

the

$131WIE 111-11 IS
PR9BLEM No, 335

Wilkinson was not satisfied with the repro-
duction from his battery four-valver and
decided to fit a. tone -control. On looking up
one or two circuits he found that the usual
arrangement was a variable resistance in
series with a fixed condenser across the anode
circuit, and he understood it could be included,
in the L.P. stage between anode and earth.
He decided to try this, but then found that
he had no suitable condensers available.
He thought the resistance alone would suffice
and accordingly 1,,e joined this in the above
position. What Was wrong with this ? Three
books will be awarded for the first three correct
solutions opened. Entries must be addressed
to The Editor, PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR
WIRELESS, Geo. Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
Envelopes must be marked Problem No. 335 4;

in the top left-hand corner and must be posted
to reach this office not later than the first post
on Monday, February 20th, 1939.

r

Solution to Problem No. 334
When Smith joined the transformers together as

indicated he upset the inductance values. To obtain
the increased selectivity he) should have included a
small variable condenser between the secondary of ono
transformer and the primary of the other, and this
would have given him the desired results.

The following three readers successfully solved Problem
No. 333 and hooks have accordingly been forwarded
to them : R. J. Gunn, 65. Kirkstead Street, Hyson
Green, Nottingham; R. W, Walker,.. 66, Iovaine
Place, Sandyford, Newcastle -on -Tyne; L. Sharrock,
108, Furlong Road, Boltonon-Dearne,Nr.Hotherhain.
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Making Your Own
Components --7

Class B, Output and Microphone Transformers
Constructional Details of a Class B Input Transformer, of
a Class B Output Choke, and of Transformers Suitable,
for Use with Microphones

TRANSFORMERS for use in a Class B
circuit are rather more critical than

- the L.F. transformers which I
described last week. In other words, the
ratio between the primary and secondary
turns must be chosen to suit the particular
valves in use, whilst the D.C. resistance
of the secondary or the driver transformer
must be kept low. Apart from these
considerations the method of construction is

5 SECONDARY49_, 4,000 .T. 34 S.W.G.
I C. TAPPED

PRIMARY
3,000.i.
38. S.W.Q.

=

n

2 I/4

Fig. 1.-Method of dividing primary and secon-
dary windings with a spacing cheek.

practically identical with that previously
explained.

The step-down ratio of the driver trans-
former can be found by dividing -the opti--
Mum anode load of the valve used as driver
by the inputimpedance of like Class B valve,
and then taking the Equate root of the
result. The answer will genes lly be found to
lie between two to one and one to one,
although for most practical  purposes it is
convenient to make the transformer with
an overall ratio of 1.5 to one and to take a
tapping one-third of the way through the
primary -winding to provide the even ratio.
When this is done there will rarely be any
difficulty in finding a. suitable driver valve
for use in conjunction with any given
Class B valve, and vice versa.

Ratio Calculation
The matter will probably be more readily

understood if we take just one example.
Let us assume that we shall use the Cossor
215 P (small power) valve as driver and
the Ilivac B 230 in the output stage. It
can be found from the makers' literature
that the foriner has an optimum load of
9,000 ohms and that the latter has an
input impedance of 4,000_ ohms. Dividing
9,000 by 4,000 we get 2.25 as the answer ;
and the square root of 2.25- is 1.5. Thus
we see that the correct ratio in this instance
Would be 1.5 to 1. Note carefully that
the ratio is a step-down one, not step-up
as is customary with normal intervalve
transformers.

- - By FRANK PRESTON
If a number of other similar calculations

were made for different valves they would
not often come far outside the limits of
1.5 and one to one. Should it be desired to
use two valves that are already on hand,
it would be well to calculate the correct
ratio- and arrange the primary winding
accordingly.

Secondary Reststance
In general, it is desirable that the

secondary winding should have an overall
D.C. resistance of not more than 300 ohms,
although values between 250 and 400 ohms
do not affect results to any important
extent in practice. To determine the most
suitable number of turns, and also the most
satisfactory gauge of wire for the second-
ary, it is necessary first to settle the ques-
tion of the core size and then of the primary
windings. Let us first assume that we shall
employ No. 4 Stalloy stampings ; these
are -larger than necessary, but we have
previously seen the value of keeping to this
popular size where convenient.

Three dozen pairs would be suitable,
and the primary could well consist of a
total of 3,000 turns of 38 -gauge enamelled
wire. As already mentioned, we should
make a tapping after winding the first
1,000 turns; whilst many constructors
might care to take a second tapping after
500 turns-to obtain an intermediate step-
down ratio of 1.25 to one. The second tap-

USEFUL WIRE
S.W.G. Resistance per

1,000 yd- (ohms)

DATA
Turns sq. in.
(Enamelled)

28 139.55 3,760
30 198.80 5,370
32 262.1 6,890
34 361.2 9,610
36 529.2 13,500
38 849.1 20,400

ping is really optional, but is preferable if
the transformer is to be used in an experi-
mental amplifier. -

PRIMARY
50 T.

MIC.

5000 T.
GRID

4000 T.

3,000 T.

2poo T.

SECONDARY

G.S.--
Fig. 3.-Arrangement of windings and con-
nections in the microphone transformer described.

From the above it will be understood
that the 2,000 turns are intended for use as
primary with a one-to-one ratio. That
means that this number can conveniently
be used as a basis for determining the correct
number of secondary turns. In this respect
there is an important point to bear in mind ;
to obtain a one-to-one ratio the secondary,
which is centre -tapped to feed, the t» o
halves of the  Class B valve, must have
twice the number of turns on the primary.
In other words, for the transformer under
discussion we should want 4,000 turns, with
a tapping at 2,000.

Wire Gauge
Now to settle the gauge of wire. which

is dependent upon the D.C. resistance
requirement. If it is agreed to place the
primary and secondary windings Side by
side on a spool made as described in recent
articles dealing with transformer constrc c-
tion, the average ion ?,th per turn can be
taken as approximately 6in. when using
the core decided on. This indicates that
the length of wire in 4,000 turns is 'approxi-
mately 4,000 divided by 6, or about 700yd.
Looking down our wire table on this page

RT.+

500 T.

T.

4500 T.

TO
SPEAKER

Fig. 2.-Diagram of connections and tappings
to the Class B output choke.

we find that 36 -gauge wire has a resistance
of 529.2 ohms per 1,000 yd, ; thus the
resistance of 700yd. would be something
under 370 ohms. That gauge of wire
could therefore be used, although the
resistance would be slightly higher than- the
desirable maximum. At the same. time, i
winding space were at a premium that
wire could be used with fair success. When
using No. 4 stampings, however, we have
ample space and it would therefore -be
worth while to use 34 -gauge enamelled
wire. This has a resistance of only 361.2
ohms per 1,000 yd., and the total secondary
resistance would be in the region of 250
ohms, which is ideal.

-That gives our windings as) primary
3,000 turns in all of 38 -gauge enamelled
wire, -secondary, 4,000 turns in --all of 31-

gauge enamelled wire. We could place a
spacing cheek on our winding spool as shown
in Fig. 1, winding the primary in the smaller
section and the secondary in the larger. As
with the other transformers that I have
previously described, it is wise to divide
each winding into about four parts by
means of waxed paper or oiled silk. For
methods of winding and of making tappings,
you should refer to the three previous
articles in this series.

Output Choke
When using Class B it is necessary to

have either an output transformer or an
output choke if the transformer fitted to the
speaker is not specially wound for Class Buse. Of the two components a choke is
generally better, and this should be tapped
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(Continued from previous page.)

to permit of the most satisfactory coupling
ratio being, found by trial.' The chief point
about the choke is thalit should have, an
overall-end-to-end-D.C. resistance of not
more than 400 ohms, and it must, of course,
be centre -tapped. The connections for this
are shown in Fig. 2.

For this component we could conveniently
use a core consisting of three dozen No. 5
Stalloy stampings, and a spool with tubular
centre piece (see last week). We should use
about 5,000 turns in all, and the average
length of these would be about 4in. or

-1/9 yd. From this is is not :difficult to
see that the total length of wire would be
one -ninth of 5,000, or about 555 yds. Again,
looking at our wire tables, we see that
36 -gauge enamelled wire is most suitable.
To ensure that this length of wire could be
accommodated on the winding spool it
would be wise to dispense with -separating
cheeks and to put the one winding running
the full length of the bobbin. We should
divide the winding into four parts, with
insulation as before.

Taking the Taps
Tappings must be taken, of course, the

first being at 500 turns, the next at 1,000

turns. Then there would be the centre tap
at 2,500 turns, and two more at 4,000 and
4,500 turns. It is worth bearing in mind
that a more symnietrical arrangement
would be obtained -by using a single dividing
cheek and winding 2,500 turns on one side,
then passing to the second section of the
spool and winding the second 2,500 turns.
The winding would be continuous and
tappings would be taken as described
above. If this method is to be used, the
winding must be done fairly carefully and
neatly to ensure that the full 5,000 films
can be accommodated.

If an output transformer for Class B were
being made it would be necessary to use
No. 4 stampings, when a total of 3,500
turns would suffice for the primary ; this
need not be tapped if the secondary had
2,000 turns, with tappings after every 500.

Microphone Transformers '

Microphone transforMers are so cheap
that it might not be considered Worth while
to make them, but those who wish to do so
will not find any difficulty. One dozen
No. 5 stampings could well be used for the
core, although if a more compact unit were
required the stampings from an old L.F.
transformer could generally he used. When
using the core mentioned the spool could be
made on a tin. internal diameter tube, and

the primary could consist of 50 turns of
28 -gauge enamelled or d.c.e. wire.  To give
a total step-up ratio of one to 100 the
secondary should have 5,000 turns of, say,

-.38-gauge enamelled wire. Actually, much
finer wire could be used were it not for the
difficulty of handling, because the secondary
does not have to carry any D.C. current.

For experimental purposes it is worth
while to take -tappings after about 2,000,
3,000 and 4,000. turns so that ratios of
approximately one to 40, 60 and SO will be
available. Fig. 3 Shows -the transformer in
diagrammatic form.

When using smaller- core stampings, such
as those from a small L.F, transformer, the
number of all turns can be donbled. In this
case it will almost certainly be necessary
to use wire of ,40 -gauge, or even thinner,
if the full 5,000 'turns are, to. be wound in
the. available space. .In praetice it is gener-
ally found that the difference in results
between a one -to -100 'and one -to -50 ratio
is too small to be of importance. When the
component is to be used to feed a high -
quality amplifier it is more important that
the impedance of the secondary shall be
fairly high ; for that reason at least it is
worth while to use the one -to -100 ratio,
or to double the number of primary turns
and base the secondary on a ratio of
one to 50.

Items o
Wireless Fund's Great Work

SINCE its. inauuration eight years ago,
the British "Wireless for the Blind "
Fund has provided -sets and relay

installations in- the homes of nearly 45,000
sightless people throughout the country.
The motto of the. Fund is " Let the Blind
Hear." Originally, the sets supplied were
of the one -valve headphone variety, but
these have now. become obsolete, and are
being replaced by loudspeaker instruments
of the most modern kind. These are also
given to the " newly blind." .

Up to the end of its past financial year,
the . total expenditure . of the Fund had
amounted to about £127,000. Of. this sum,
more than £117,000 had been spent on the
actual provision. of wireless sets. " The
low cost of administration," the annual
report _states, 't is due partly to many
facilities given to the Fund by the National
Institute for the Blind, and partly to the
determination of the committee to ensure
that donations should ge as nearly as
possible to the direct benefit of blind
persons."

A " Super -hotted " Superhet !
FROM the [West. Gloucestershire Power

Company, Ltd. comes the interesting
story of the ' super -hotted " superhet-a
Marconiphone Model 557 that continued to
function perfectly even after being sub-
jected_to extremes of fire and water.

The receiver, shown in the accompanying
illustration, was involved in- a disastrous
fire recently at Cinderford, and when it was
salvaged from the gutted ruins was found
to be in excellent working order apart from
a charred speaker cone. The speaker was
replaced, and further minute examination
failed to reveal any fault. except slight
misalignment of the I.F.s due, apparently,
to the terrific heat to which the trimmers
had been exposed.

Although instances of this kind are
fortunately rare, the -fact that -this Marconi-. 
phone set continued tp function perfectly

Interest
satisfactorily after such an unorthodox
" hotting -up " is a significant pointer to
-its reliability, even under the most exacting
conditions.

Versatility of the Television Or-
chestra

THE B.B.C. Television Orchestra., con-
sisting of twenty-two players, was

formed in 1936 by Hyam Greenbaum, who,

under Sir Henry Wood. The Television
Orchestra must be one of the most versatile
in existence. It must be ready when called

-

upon to appear in vision, the members being
made up for the television cameras. In the
course of the day, their programme may
vary from " hot Momma " songs and high-
speed variety programmes to a slow move-
ment from a Beethoven concerto, a ballet,
or an excerpt from grand opera.

The orchestra is heard more often than it
is seen, and when not in vision may be
playing in 'a studio remote from the one -

in which the performance is taking plaCe.
The instrumentalists are faced:by problems
peculiar to television 'when"- they appear

under the -lights of the
studio. Care must be
taken that the .brass
instruments do not re-

- fleet the highlights into
the camera lenses, 'and
that is why a newcomer
to the studio might
think that the orchestra

 was careless about clean-
ing the instruments.

" We prefer them
dirty," said one of the
players: " On the tele-
vision s c re en they
appear to be clean,
which is all that matters,
and we avoid dazzle."

Elsie Carlisle Well
Again

Subjected to extremes of fire and water in a recent disastrous
fire at Cinderford, 'Gros., this Marconiphone Model 557, salvaged from

the ruins, was found to be in,good working order.

incidentally, was for many years leading' People," from the
second violin in the Queen's Hall Orchestra,- Memory:" -

ELSIE CARLISLE,
the popular croon-

ette, who has just re-
covered from a serious
illness, spent an after-
noon recently- making
gramophone records at
the " H.M.V." studio
at St. John's Wood.
Listeners will remember
that Elsie collapsed
after her broadcast just
before Christmas, When
she sang " Two Sleepy
film " Thanks for the
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AL HINTS for HOME-

RECORDING
Unusual Arrangements are Sometimes Called For when Recording
Special Programmes, and some of the Features are here Dealt With

MANY listeners are now interested.
in the subject' of record making,
and we have : received various

queries from time to. time concerning the
types of apparatus to. use for this purpose.
In our issue dated March, 1937,1ast we gave
the main essentials- concerning apparatus
'and circuits for simple recording at home,
bid there are -often special types of
programme required which need more

MIKE

By W J. DELANEY

processed, according to the type of record
being made.

On the input side, as has already been
stated, various items may be needed, and
it should- be remembered that the output
from a good pick-up with a. standard record

Fig. l.-Diagrammatic layout for a complete recording system.

elaborate apparatus. For instance, a
microphone may be used order that
speech may be recorded, but in addition
to this- it may be --necessary to furnish a
background of music, sound effects, or other
noises which may be required in varying
proportions whilst the speech, is being made.
In a play, for instance, it may be necessary
to fade out speech as some particular sound
effect is brought in, and then the,.position
may have to be reversed. It may 'al.so be
found desirable, at times, to:include a
portion of an .actual broadcast, picked up
on a radio receiver, and thus -special input
circuits will be called for.

In the first place, the microphone will be
connected to, the recording,amplifier yia a
special transformer, and thus we may
assume that this will be correctly matched
so far as its input impedance is concerned.
If a pick-up is also to be used this will
also have to be arranged in such a. manner
that the correct impedance is atiplied to
the amplifier and the same applies;to -any
other apparatus which may be used,

" Play -back " Switching
The first essential circuit -when the

programme and apparatus - have been
decided upon, is some form of play -back
switching. It is, of course, quite a simple
matter to change over pick-up, mike and
speaker, but this is at the best a, -rather
troublesome process, and two simple
double -pole change -over switches will
enable the circuit to be changed instantly
from recording to play -back. In Fig. .1
the arrangement is shown diagrammatically
and it will be seen that the recording head
and other items are instantly connected
where required, and thus it is a simple
matter to ascertain at once whether or not
a record has been properly made. In
this case, of course, care must be taken
not to damage the new record before it is

PICK-
UP

ri.c12
PICK-UP

MIKE

CUTTING
HEAD

SPEAKER

:-"-

INPUT

Fig. 2.-The simplest form of mixing circuit
for mikes and/or .

may be much greater than that obtained
-from an ordinary microphone. Conse-
quently, an ordinary mixer circuit, such as
is shown in Fig: 2, may prove of little use
owing to -the fact that :the
maximum output from the
mike May fall so much
below' that of the pick-up
that the latter has to be
operated with the volume
control at such a setting
that quality is impaired.
This difficulty may be over-
come by using an extra
valve for the mike, and
connecting the output from
that valve to the circuit
as shown in Fig. 3. With
all volume controls there is
a point where, due to the
small amount of resistance
left in circuit, some form
of frequency distortion is
introduced, and for record-
ing purposes it is quite
poSsible that this will
prove a disadvantage arid
spoil the recorded items.

MIKE

In such a case the additional expense of a
distortionless volume control circuit, or
constant impedance control maybe justified.
Three volume controls are then called for
and -are wired as shown in Fig. 4, the values
of the controls chosen according to the
input impedance and the types of illicit, -

phone or pick-up which are employed.
This arrangement may, of course, be
duplicated and used in each " leg " of the
mixer circuit shown. :In Fig. 2.

Tone -control
There is a resonant frequency in the

ordinary type of pick-up, and this is
sometimes -evident on certain -records.
When a similar :pick-up is used as a recording
head there is a -risk of the two frequencies
clashing, and thus a slight defect may assume
serious propbrtions and ruin a record.
A: special tone -control should, therefore,

- be used across the pick-up, the values of
the components being selected to remove
--the resonance: Headphones in the output
circuit of the complete arrangement, shown
in Fig. 1 by broken lines, will -enable the
operator to hear whether or not this
resonance is eliminated, and 'a circuit of the
type shown in Fig. 5 -will in most cases
suffice to cut out the trouble.

For effects purposes various records may
be obtained and it will -thus be necessary to
make some provision for picking out a.
particular section of a record at a given
moment in order that it may be included in
its proper place in the record being made.
For this purpose an indicator should be
made up and attached to the pick-up carrier
arm, something on the lines of the idea
shown in Fig. 6 being suitable. It is then
a simple matter to play through the record,
and make a note of the exact point at which
the particular sound or effect occurs when the
needle may be instantly placed at that point,
when making your special record.

The importance of elaborate mixer cir-
cuits and tone -controls of the type men-

(Com inrizd oa nzxt page.)

HI+

PICK-
UP

H T -I -

TO NEXT STAGE
OR RECORDING
HEAD

Fig. 3.-To obtain a balanced output, additional amplification
for an insensitive mike may be obtained as shown here.
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(Cons inued from previous page.)

tioned is realised when it is desired to make a
sound record to be used as a background for
home-made cinema films, and in some recent
records made by the writer for this purpose,
it was found necessary to use a number of

MIKE or
PICK-UP

TRANSFORM?
SECONDARY
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" join up," it was found simpler to overlap spot on the next record when the two
successive records. That is to say, when the " mix " fairly satisfactorily and itend of one disc was arrived
at, during the recording
session the motor was
stopped, a new disc placed
in position for recording,
and -a, pick-up then placed
on the last few grooves of
the- first record. These last
grooves are then recorded
at the beginning of the
second record, and the

TO record continued in the'AKINER usual way. A "cue" tispot painted on the
discs enables the operator
then to place the second

Fig. 4.-A constant impedance volume control pick-up at a pre -arranged
for the input circuit.

discs, and a small point which may prove
of interest to others in this connection
concerns- continuity. When one disc is
finished it is necessary to start up the next
without any break in continuity. (It is
realised, -of course, that two turntables will
be required for this purpose.) After one or
two -unsuccessful attempts to make retards

SCALE CLIPPED
ON CARRIER ARM

Fig. 6.-A "cue indicator -
for use with es pick-up so
that special parts o f a

record
may b e
picked

out.

Fig. 5.-The simplest, scratch filter for a pick-up.

is a

FIXED POINTER

simple matter to fade out the first and fade
in the second, any slight jump in the two
versions by this system being so slight that
it is hardly noticed and there is, at any rate,
no break in continuity.
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THIS receiver is an A.C. mains -
operated multi -band receiver of the
" amateur " type, and the circuit

which is incorporated is shown below.
A special coil unit with selector switch
provides a continuous coverage from
JO to 550 metres-from which it will be
noted that no provision has been made 'for
long -wave reception. On the input side
a special coil is used with flexible leads in
place of sockets or terminals, and it is
thus possible to use a dipole aerial or a
simple aerial and earth scheme. There is
no H.F. stage in this particular model
the first valve being a triode-hexode for
frequency changing, followed by an unusual
arrangement in which a triode -pentode
acts as I.F. amplifier and beat -frequency
oscillator. Next comes a double -diode -
triode acting as rectifier for A.V.C., second
detector and L.F. amplifier, the last-named
feeding a pentode output stage through an
R.C. network. A mains -energised -speaker
is employed, and the set is quite free from
hum or similar troubles. -

On the panel there is a 'phone jack,
beat -frequency on/off switch, -combined
volume control and on/off switch, wave -

change control, and A.V.C. on/off switch.
In addition to these are the main tuning

E.4

ER+
e--"t

vi

I
I

controls, which are part of the well-known
B.T.S. mechanical bandspread tuning
system. The large full -vision scale is
calibrated in wavelengths and is clearly
read.

Test Report
The receiver has been

tested in our labora-
tories over a consider-
able period and has
been found to function
in a very satisfactory
manner. Tuning is ex-
tremely simple with the
special dial, and no
difficulty is experienced
in reproducing special
station settings with the
two - pointer arrange-
ment which is provided.
On the short - wave
bands the performance
is fully up to the re-
quirements of the
experimenter, and
American stations have
been received regularly in daylight. On the
broadcast band all worth -while stations are
received at ample volume and the quality

f41

V2

The circuit used- in the Trophy 5.

This is the
Trophy

of reproduction on the local stations is
particularly pleasing. The bass is far
clearer and free from thump or other
distortion than one would expect from a
small cabinet type of receiver of this
nature, and high notes are reproduced
with -clean-cut brilliance. There is, natur-
ally, some whistle interference at certain
parts of the scale, but this is to be expected.
from a superhet which does not employ
an H.F. selector stage. . It is not, of course,

the metal 'cabinet.

of an objectionable nature. When used
with a full outdoor aerial of the inverted
" L " type, reskits were perfectly satis-
factory although,`' in that case, in the
locality where the set was tested, interference
assumes rather large proportions. This is,
however, considerably reduced when the
standard doublet is employed and this is,
of course, recommended for short-wave
work. The receiver is sold complete at

and may be obtained on easy payment
terms if desired.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
SERVICE MANUAL

By F. J. CAMM.
From all Booksellers 51- net, or by post 5/6 direct
from the Publishers, George Newnes, Ltd. (Beek
Dept.), Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand,

London, W.C.2.
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Television Interference
IN a recent issue I gave my views

on the television interference
problem, and I gave it as my con-
sidered view that the greater propor-
tion of television interference was not
due to the ignition systems of motor-
cars. --My opinion is, of course,
based upon my personal experience
with television, and it is confirmed
by the few friends I have who own
television receivers. Now, I do not
think that anyone can accuse me of
being anti -television, and it is also true
to say that this journal has published
more information about television
than any other technical periodical. It
was one 'of the first to believe in the
future of television, and the Editor of
this journal backed up his opinion by
starting a monthly journal entitled
Television. and Short-wave Review im-
mediately after the Television Com-
mittee had issued its favourable
report recommending the regular
high -definition transmissions. When
that journal suspended publication
because events showed that it was
ahead of its time, and that the Com-
mission had been a little too opti-
mistic as to the state of the science
--facts proved by the sudden rise and
fall in television shares on the Stock
Exchange, and by the failure of the
public to be enthused by the report-
I" said at the time that television had
been a' victim of the caprice of in-
ventors, and that it would also suffer
fierce opposition from those firms
who were unable to manufacture
television receivers. I also foresaw
that it was inevitable for the patent
situation to be mitigated by some
pool and licence system. One com-
pany which formerlfshad sought to
protect its ,right in the word "'tele-
vision," which it had registered as a
trade mark, generously relinquished
its rights. No one will deny that my
predictions proved sound in the light
of present knowledge, for it was on
January 31st, 1935, that the report
of the Television Committee was
presented -to Parliament by the Post-
master -General, and yt is not until
February, 193g, just over four years
later, that the .industry decided that
the moment is ripe to. indulge in a
television_ push.

Lai
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VELENGTH

By Thermion

Lack of Gratitude
THIS journal has, week by week,

published a special television
section, and has been one of the
keenest television propagandists. Not-
withstanding this, the industry has
not given evidence of its appreciation,
not even to the extent of following
normal trade procedure and posting to
us reports of its meetings.

I repeat, theremarks I made in a pre-
vious issue, when I gave it as my opinion
that the majority of television inter-
ference is not due to motor -cars, and
I also expressed the opinion that it
will probably be solved in the future

'by a change to a longer wavelength.
I also said that I considered that the
interference problem is one which
should have been tackled by the set -
makers, who, having achieved the al-
most impossible by splitting lip a
scene in the television studio into its
electrical counterparts, transmitting it
through the ether and reassembling
it on the end of a cathode-ray tube,
should not find insuperable the
smaller, even trifling, problem of the
interference created by vacuum
cleaners, hair dryers, medical appara-
tus, and other electrical devices which
give rise to television interference.
These devices outnumber motor -cars
by 30o per cent., and I understand
from the statistical department of
those whose duty it is to analyse and
tabulate these matters that the
total number of motor -cars likely to
give rise to television interference is
about 3,500,000. Apparently the
Television sub -Committee appointed
by the R.M.A. to investigate this
problem are under the impression
that only motor -cars in London can
give rise to go per cent. of the
interference, and that the other
apparatus to which I have referred
to is in use outside London !

A Simple Check
FALSE reasoning ! 7 t65 com-

mittee should \ eli be able to
check by figures that there are
16 million pieces of electrical appara-
tus in this country which can interfere
with television, so that in London
alone, and the law of average apply-
ing, there is at least five times as
much television interference from
such apparatus as there is from
motor -cars ! Yet, with a nonchalance,
sang-froid and sanguinity which
would amuse even Charlie Chaplin,
they address a letter to the Editor

_of this paper classifying my opinions
as " colossal techAical ignorance." I
will leave my readers to judge as to
where the ignorance exists.

I also expressed the point of view
in the articles to which this com-
mittee objects that it would not be
possible to make television interference
illegal. I base my views not only
on a knowledge of the law, but also
on a knowledge of what has gone
before. Television at the moment is a
form of entertainment local to Lon-
don, and which only a few thousand
people indulge in. It is hoped with the
present television push to increase that
number, and I devoutly hope that the
efforts will succeed. They -will not
succeed, however, by adopting an
attitude of compulsion, and by writing
to the Editors of papers who have
the courage to face. up to the situa-
tion and facts, offensive letters couched
in objectionable language. They must
not bury their heads in the sand
like the ostrich. In the first place, I
say with all the emphasis that type
can convey that notwithstanding the
the fact that a draft Bill is in existence
which seeks to make suppression of all
likely causes of television interference
compulsory, it is doubtful whether it
will reach the Statute Book, for the
simple reason that such an Act to be
effective would have to apply to every
motorist in the country, and it would
be unreasonable and unconscionable
to compel individuals living in the
North of Scotland, Wales, the West 01
England or in any other district
outside the service area of Alexandra
Palace to go to the expense of fitting
suppressing devices merely because
some thousands of people in London
wish to operate television receivers,
Such an act would be the surest way
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of fostering national hostility against
television among those who do not
desire to look in. Pleasanter and
voluntary means must be sought.
Now, there is such a thing in this
country as common law, and it
applies to such questions as right of -
way, ancient lights, lammas rights, and
many other things interwoven with the
liberty of the subject. Such rights
cannot be taken away by Act of
Parliament. If, for example, a doctor
operating an ultra -violet ray appar-
atus, or the owner of an electric
motor, or a vacuum cleaner, can
prove that they have been using
such apparatus without complaint
for a number of years, it would be
impossible legally or otherwise to
prove that they are guilty of inter-
ference.

No Standard Device
THEY must also learn that it is not

possible at the present time to
manufacture any piece of iuppressing
apparatus which is successful in every
case. Two identical electrical motors,
for example, will not yield to the same
sup l'essing arrangements.

he correspondent, who is the chair-
man of this television interference
sub -committee and who wrote object-
ing to my comments, will, I am cer-
tain, be the first to agree with me on
that }Point. He will also, I am sure,
agree that at the present moment
the question of suppressing devices
interfering with the efficiency lof
the apparatus to which they are
fitted has not been satisfactorily
solved. 6

My remarks that I consider a
change of wavelength would help to
solve the problem are backed by the
experiments of a famous Russian
scientist. My comments on this point,
however, have been warped to indi-
cate that I necessarily meant that high-
definition television would be trans-
ferred from ultra -short wavelengths
to the medium or long -wave bands.
I neither said nor implied anything of
the sort. Four metres is a longer
wavelength than 3 metres, and so is
8 or io. No one has a greater belief
in the future of television than I, and
you merely have to peruse the opti-
mism I have breathed in this page
for a number of years, to verify
that. I have on numerous occasions
said that television is inevitable,
and that within our lifetime the
present sound programmes will occupy
in the public taste the same position
as the silent films. A problem which
has been created by television itself;
however, must be solved by the in-
dustry. I maintain that interference
must be solved by the set maker.

PR ACT I.CA6AND

Short-wave Coils
ANY constructors use short-wave

coils of the self-supporting type
made front tinned copper wire. These
coils are highly efficient, but there is one
important point which must not be lost
sight of. It is often found desirable to
make connection to various points on these
coils by means of clips-for instance, for
aerial -or reaction connections. The
arrangement is perfectly satisfactory so
long as the wire is clean. Tinned copper
wire will oxidise fairly rapidly, especially
if it is placed near the fumes from an
accumulator. It must, therefore, be well
cleaned if the position of a tapping clip
has to be changed, and loss of efficiency
will arise if this paint is not attended to.

Unusual Effects

WE have before reported instances
of  erratic performance arising

from some peculiarity which cannot be
under400d. A recent instance of -this
which was brought to our attention was
loss of efficiency caused by using two
earth leads to a screened anode connection.
-This was 8ins. in length and at each end
of the screened covering the constructor had
connected a bare wire joined to the nearest
earth. point. As results were not up to.
standard various, tests had been applied
and when removing a connection made to
a common earthing point one of the leads
to the screened cable in questiod was
accidentally removed. Results immediately
improved and subsequent tests showed that
as soon as the two leads were in position
the performance fell of When either .of
the earth leads was removed, efficiency
improved. The connections were soundly
made and no short-circuits or similar
defects could be traced.

Earthed Spindles
E must again remind constructors

that certain types of volume
control potentiometer on the market have
-the spindle " live "-that is, in actual
metallic contact with the. Wiper atm.
When the controt is used with a metal
chassis, or in conjunction with a metal
component - mounting 'bracket mounted on
an earthed chassis it is essential to use an
insulating washer on each side of the
mounting bush, or the control will be
short-circuited. In some circuits, of course,
the arm is intended to be earthed and
therefore when using a control dismantled

from an old set or when substituting a
specified component careful attention should
be paid to this point.
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A Parallel Case
Now, it is undeniable that almost

every home in the country
owns a wireless set, and many of the
sets are located in distlicts subject to
interference. In fact, there are very
few districts not subject to some form
Of this trouble. . The Post Office has
been performing yeoman service in
tracking down sources of interference,'
and once it has found it the most it
can do, is tactfully to recommend to the
owner' of the offending apparatus .that he
should fit suppressors. It is logical to
assume that, with the combined re-
sources and power of the Post Office
and,the B.B.C. and the Government,
had it been possible to introduce
legislation making interference an
offence such legislation would have
been introduced a long time ago.
Television is unlikely to succeed
where sound broadcasting has failed.

A form of interference to which
insufficient attention has been devoted,
because it has not been considered as
interference, is the " flatspot." There
are many districts in England which
for one reason or another are screened.
It, may be a steel building 'or some
mountain containing metal deposits
or some other screen which prevents
listeners in those particular districts
from receiving programmes. It would
be as logical to suggest that it should be
illegal for a mountain to be in the way
or for factories engaged in Government
work to erect steel buildings

" Off My Wavelength "
BEFORE I leave- this matter I

should like to address some
remarks to the writer of a paragraph
in a trade paper who suggests that I
am " off my wavelength,'.' in dis-
cussing the matter in a previous issue.
He asks me -what evidence I pave for
my statement that the greater propor-
tion of interference does not come from
motor:vehicles. The foregoing provides
the answer to the naive paragraphist.
I said that the problem must be
solved by the design of the television
apparatus. The paragraphist thinks
that " surely is like fitting the popula-
tion with gas Masks (not A.R.P.
pattern because they don't work in
this case) as a precaution against
leaks from gas companies' mains. In
any case it is probably impossible."

My detractor here has given his
paragraph a special box arid you will
note that he merely queries my
remarks without 'showing where I am
wrong. I hope that the comments I
have made will convince him that I -
have given rather more thought to it
than those individuals acting as critics
who fasten on to something without
stopping to consider whether the
phrases are based on reason.
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HOnT'WAVE
Constructional

ms should not be nailed
Details

in position, but half -lapped and screwed isK shown in Fig. 2, which should be studied in
F ig . 1.s ozoi%,

suggestedt,,ste dairliemxiakeeiciti(enst

and Fig. 2 shows, in dotted lines, how the
additional side is half -lapped to the hori-
zontal members. .

In Fig. 4 is shoe n the general arrange,U.S.W. AERIAL SYSTEMS

Details of the Construction and Erection of
Conventional Types of Aerials are Given in

this Article by A. W. MANN.

N0 matter what type of short-wave
receiver is used, whether it is a
regenerative detector and one L.F.

combination, or the latest in superhets,
its performance is to a considerable degree
governed by the efficiency, or otherwise, of
the aerial "system used in conjunction
with it.

Although we can receive world-wide
transmissions, using as an aerial a few feet of
wire behind the picture rail, or under the
rafters, such arrangements do not exploit
the potentialities of the receiver to the full,
and because of this'ithe most efficient aerial
it is possible to erect is to be advised.,

Amateur interest nowadayg centres
around ultra -short-wave _reception. 'There
isho doubt about the potentialities of ultra -
short waves outside of visual ranges, and the
indications are, -in the writer's opinion;
that eventually DX_ will become common,
place.

Development in the design -of trans-

p

Fig. 1 (Lef t).-11,1ethod
of mounting a single
wire or doublet-tyPe

aerial system.

kd'. 2

ing how the, memh2i's of
ths> aerial suppwls,are

- jointed. -

miners a id asso-
ciated apparatus
has made possible
stable frequency o
regulation at the
transmission source,
and because of this
the straight re-
generative receiver
is, in many in-
stances, being used
in preference to the
super - regenerative
type.

The fact that
ultra. - short - wave
aerials are of

A&B

manageable proportions, and that simple
receivers can be used, is a combination
of fortunate circumstances.

Whatever individual ideas there may be
concerning ultra -short-wave aerials, it is
advisable to try out accepted types first,
and to cur the desir,fto try, otitqorittiM
ideas.

Essentials
The essentials are an efficient aerial

system, erected at a good height in order to
avoid the possibilities of screening and con
sequent damping. The -higher the better-
is a rule which applies equally from the

-reception point of view .as that _of freedom
from electrical interference,

Wooden poles, generally, are for some
reason regarded, as expensive items. It is,
however, posSible to erect a neat and efficient
aerial at low cost, if square section timber
is used. The most simple method is to
mount the necessary insulators on one side

of the pole. Fig 1 shows
an alternative method,
which can be adapted to
suit the single wire and
doublet type systems, and
is, m the writer's Opinion,
a much better arrange -

Fig. 3 (Left).--Sugg,ested
arrangement for a Vertical

dipole.

Fig. 4 (Right).-Method
of arranging a horizontal

dipole.

mein.

,u1

.*"

f the
Pend

quire -
an. may be of
le length, con-

sIstknt with the cross-
sectional dimensions o
the' timber used and

,rigidity of construction.
Fifmsy erections, how -

o ever, will not do, no
matter n hat type of
aerial is to be erected.

With the.' exercise': of a
little- care .and attention
to detail, it is possible to
erect an ultra -short-wave
aerial system whieh will
Withstand the, strongest
gales, and yet have the

,of sway, thug'
i c signal

ption. '
however, should be

cised in the f:lioice of timber,
which should be straight, entirely
free from shake's, and as 'free
froM knots as rytay reasonably
be expected. If the length of the
pole is comparatively short,

section 0...?-edwood will be
sufficiently rigid. If on the
other hand a long pole, isr neces-
sary in order to erect te'systeia
clear of the building,
2!.,in, section timb0 will be
necessary, in to
avoid excessive whip in high
winds.

mmimttt?
avoiding

Fig. 5.-How the cross -
member is joined to; the

square -section pole.

merit for a horizontal dipole, the insulators
being mounted on the cross -member at
the centre, which is also shown in Fig. 5
half -lapped' into the 'square section' pole.

The same principle can be applied to
erections intended for the mounting of
vertical half -wave, and reflector systems,
as shown at Fig. 6.

In. instances where a pole of compara-
tively heavy section :is, required as, for
example, greater than 2ins. square, arm
and cross members of the same section would
be much too:: heavy, and very unsightly.
Fig. 7 shahs a. 21in, section pole with a
lin. by'21n. batten lapped into the pole to
its full thickness.

Aeri41,....Dithensions
erial 'dimensions- are of vital import- -

should, IT worked outaa la the
start, useAgr',One metre as the

A.

Fig. 6.-,General arrange'-
ment of a half-Warre and'

reflector- systen

Fig. 7.-Melhod of joining
the aerial supports.

basis of caletilation. The same applies to
feeder arrangements, in that the form these
are to take should be. decided beforehand.

In order to disctipS U.S.W.- aerials in
detail, and also thkiir dithensions, the
various sketches will bareferred to in turn.
Concerning Fig.. we may -,centre feed or
end feed this type, which should be half -
wave in length, according. to the band
on which it is dekred to receive at maximum
efficiency. That is, of course, from P to Q.
In the case of Fig. 3, L to 1I and N to 0
should be respectively one quarter wave-
length. -As considerable interest is being
taken in the five -metres band I give some
useful data which can be used as a basis.of
experiment.

Fig. 1 P to Q, 8ft. centre bbd, via twisted
(Continued on next page)
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(Continued from previous page)

flex, each connection to be 4ins. each side
of the centre. This also applies to end feed-ing, but in that case one side of ,the flex
goes at the aerial end, and is left un-
connected.

In the .case of Fig. 3 we have a vertical
dipole with two quarter -wave sections
L -M and N-0, the flex transmission line
being connected to`M and N.respectively.

The dimensions are L to M=4ft. ; N to0=4ft. The distance between insulators
'M and N=6in.

The foregoing dimensions also apply to
the horizontal dipole shown in Fig. 4.

Passing on to Fig. 6 this shows the most
simple aerial and reflector system.

The aerial may be end or centre fed.
The dimensions are :

Aerial =8ft. 4th.
Reflector=8ft. 7in.

Distance between aerial and 'reflector
4ft. 41in.

A reflector may be used in conjunction
with the dipoles shown at Fig. 3 and Fig. 4,

and placed one quarter wave behind the
aerial.

Opinions differ as to the comparative
length of transposed feeder lines. On the

PRIMARY

FEEDERS

FEEDERS

.0
PRIMARY GRID

GRID REACTION

REACTION

TO F'gs. 8, 9 and 10. -VariousFEEDERS methods of aerial coupling.
E

one hand it is considered best in order to
achieve optimum results to make them
an odd multiple of half the actual aerial
length, one to- five times the wave-
length to be received, or more, according
to circumstances.

On the other hand this is regarded as
more or less unimportant. In the writer's
opinion where conflicting- opinions exist
it is best to decide the point by personal
experiment, and try precautionary measures
first under one's own conditions. So far as
beginners are concerned, the twisted flex
transmission line or feeder is recommended,
as it is easier to arrange the line to leave a
vertical aerial system at right angles for
one quarter wavelength. When block trans-
position is used, the problem sometimes
presents more difficulty in practice than
an illustration leads one to believe.

Aerial Coupling
Concerning aerial coupling, there are

various methods as outlined in the sketches
Figs. 8, 9 and 10. Each and daft should
be tried before the final decision is made.

LEAVES FROM A SHORT-WAVE LOG
East Africa and France

THE Djibouti (French Somaliland)
stations now in the limelight are

FZE8 on 17.36 in. (17.28 mc/s), 5 kilowatts,
and FZE9, 39.65 m. (7.67 me/s) 5 kilo-
watts ; they constitute the principal radio
links between France's East African Colony
and Paris. Although mainly used for
traffic FZE8 works in the morning hours
and FZE9 until about G.M.T. 21.00-
telephony is also heard from them. FZE8
only broadcasts a, radio programme once
monthly, namely, on the first Thursday in
each month froth G.M.T. 13.00-13.30.

Three More Channels foe' ?Finland
THE Suomen Yleisradio A/B Of Helsinki

(Finland) has been allotted three
more channels for the Lahti transmitter,
and experimental broadcasts will be shortly
carried out on them. They are : OFO,
19.75 in. (15.19 mots).; OFH, 16.85 in.
(17.8 mc/s) and OFI, 13.92 in. (21.55 me/s).
These frequencies are in addition to those
already in daily use, i.e., OFE, -25.47 in.
(11.78 me/s), and OFD, 31.58 m. (9.5 mc/s),
to which reference was ma -de recently in
this log.

New French West Indian Station
IARIS papers report that the Colonial

authorities have opened a 100 -watt
broadcasting station at Pointe-h-Pitre, in
the island of Guadeloupe, French West
Indies. The call sign is FG8AA. So far
the transmitter has been operating in the
amateur band on 42.5 m. (7.058 mc/s),
but the power will soon be increased, and
a more favourable channel is to be adopted.
Broadcasts take place daily between
G.M.T. 23.00-24.00..

Boundbrook's Increased Power

FOR its 25 -kilowatt transmitters W3XAL
and W3XL, situated at Boundbrook,

NJ. (U.S.A.) the National Broadcasting
Company of America is erecting two
directional aerials beamed towards Latin
America, with a view to increasing strength
of signal over 24 times. This would mean
roughly the equivalent output of a 600-
kilowatt plant. The frequencies to be
adopted are 9.67 mc/s (31.02 in.) and 21.63
meis (13.87 in.).

Altered Call Signs and.Wavelengths
HJ2ABA, Tunja (Colombia), Ecos de

Boyaca, has changed its channel
from 62.37 m. (4.81 mc/s) to 65.44 in.
(4.586 mc/s) ; HJ3ABX, Bogota, La Voz
de Colombia, formerly on 49 m. (6.122
mc/s) has moved to 61.86 m. (4.85 mc/s) ;
HJ5ABD, Cali, La Voz del Valle, hitherto
on 31.45 in. (9.54 inc/s) is now on 62.24 m.
(4.82 mc/s)  HJ7ABD, Bucaramaga, from
62.24 In. (4.82 mc/s) has gone to 63.14 m.
(4.751 mc/s), and has changed its call to
HJ7BAD. HJ6A13H, Armenia, Caldas, has
left the 31 -metre band, and is now operating
on 61.6 in. (4.87 inc/s).

-.

Another To -tilowatter
N order to render - ore efficient the dailyI

broadcasts destined to European lis-
teners, JLG, on 41.18 m. (7.285 mc/s) has
been brought into operation for the news
service. It may be heard between G.M.T.
19.30-21.00.

Albania Tries Out New Channel

TA' Tirane (Albania), may now be heard
testing almost daily on 40.07 m.

(7.487 mc/s). Reports of reception are
urgently required by the station, and
should be addressed to The General
Direction of Posts and Telegraphs, Tirane
(Albania).

Four Popular Ultra -short-wavers
EXCELLENT reception is now being

made in Great Britain of the following
stations : W9XUP, St. Saul .

U.S.A., on 11.56 in. (25.954j(s), between
G.M.T. 16.00-19.00. ThiMtudio relays
KSTP, St. Paul. Address : National
Battery Broadcasting Co., St. Paul Hotel,
363, St. Peter Street, St. Paul (Minn.),
U.S.A. W9XJL, Superior, on 11.49 in,
(26.1 mc/s), is also heard between G.M.T.
16.00-19.00. Address : W9XJL, Head of
the Lakes Broadcasting Company, Superior
(Wis.), U.S.A. W3XEY, Baltimore, relay-
ing WFBR, of that city, between G.M.T.
21.00-05.00, on 9.494 m. (31.6 mc/s); is also
in the log frequently, as is also W2XQ0,
Flushing (N.Y.), on 11.3 m. (26.55 mc/s),
relating WMCA, New York. The address
of W3XEY is : The Baltimore Radio Show,
Inc., 7, St. Paul Street, Baltimore (Md.) ;

that of W2XQ0, Knickerbocker Broad-
casting Co., 1697, Broadway, New York
City.

A Regular Chinese Broadcaster
)(GOY, Chunking (China), a 20 -kilowatt

transmitter working on 31.56 m.
(9.5 mc/s), is the voice of the Central
Executive -Committee of Kuomintang, and
broadcasts daily at G.3..t.T. 21.00 A. war
news bulletin in the English language. It
is of peculiar interest inasmuch as the talk
which follows frequently describes the
living conditions of the people under the
present conditions.

Madagascar on New Channel
FRENCH papers report that FIQA,

Tananarive (Madagascar), is now
carrying out experimental broadcasts on31.09 in. (9.65 ing/s). The times of trans-
mission are : G.M.T. 08.00-08.45 (Tuesdays
and Saturdays), 15.00-16.30 (Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Fridays), 17.30-19.00 (Satur-
days), and on Sundays from G.M.T. 07.30-
09.00. There is a possibility that the
31.55 in. (9.51 inc/s) channel may be
abandoned, as it has- not proved itself a
favourable one.

Another Mystery Propaganda
Station

THE police authorities of the -Union of
South Africa are searching for the

identity and exact location of a secretshort- ve" broadeaSting station which is
transmitting pro -Nazi news and propaganda
in the German language to" the inhabitants
of the former colony in South-west Africa.
The channels used for the broadcasts are
roughly 28, 33 and 42 metres.

Panama Heard Nightly

ON the channel formerly used by HVJ,
Vatican City, namely 50.26 in. (5.97

inc/s), broadcasts from YV5RC, Caracas
(Panama), may be logged nightly from.
G.M.T. 22.00 onwards. Coupled to the callis the slogan Caracas, the City of Perpetual
Spring. English and Spanish announce-ments are made by a man and a woman,
the interval signal being the striking of
four deep -toned bells. Address : Radio
Caracas, YV5RC, Apartado Postal, 2009,
Caracas (Venezuela).
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A PAGE OF PRACTICAL 'HINTS

Removing Tight -fitting Valves
ASMALL tin about 5 or 6ins. long and

2in. diameter was cut to make the
short claw -like flanges on the bottom
leaving a hole large enough to take the

SPRUNG
SLIGHTLY
OUTWARD

SLOTTED

LID
SOLDERED

-n

STOUT
BRING

SECTION SORB°
FOR 51.015 PAD

A useful device for removing light fitting
valves.

average size valve. The lid was fitted with
a sorho pad protecting the valve, should it
come away quickly.

A ring was soldered to the top of the lid
which was also soldered to the tin. A stout
ring was slipped over the whole, and the,
tin being bent slightly outward, prevented
it from sliding right off. By placing the
fitment over any troublesome valve, and
pushing the ring down forcing the flange
under the valve, it can then be pulled
Straight out, thus avoiding any strain or
damage to the valve.-A. T. ROBINSON
(Walthamstow).

RING PLACED ABOUT
LIGHT SHADE FOR FORMING
UP OR CONE FLANGE

CARDBOARD
RING

CHINA LIGHT
SHADE I RING

CARDBOARD

A simple method of making a speaker
cone
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I THAT DODGE OF YOURS !
Eviry Reader of "PRACTICAL AND

AMATEUR WIRELESS" must have
originated some little dodge which would

I interest other readers. Why not pass it on
to us ? We pay £140.0 for the best wrinkle
submitted, and for every other item published
on this page we will pay half -a -guinea. Turn
that idea of yours to account by sending it
in to us addressed to the Editor, " PRAC-
TICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS,"
George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, South-
ampton Street, Strand,W.C.2. Put your name
and address on every item. Please note
that every notion sent in must be original.
Mark envelopes " Radio Wrinkles." DO
NOT enclose Queries with your wrinkles.

SPECIAL NOTICE
All wrinkles in future must be I

Iaccompanied by the coupon cut I
from page iii of cover.

IMM114141.E.1102.1416.111.111.114110-00.1.010.041..0.11604J

Making a Speaker Cone
/TY spare cone speaker was in a bad

I VI- state, the paper cone having split.
My problem was to make another. I used
damp linen stretched
round a 'flat conical type
lamp shade, and by slipping
a flat ring over the shade
a step near the rim was
formed. After a little
manipulation the linen stretched to form a
flange at the edge of the cone, and the
whole was then sprayed with a solution
of mucilage and water.

Another shade was placed over this until
dry, and a little glue at the joint of the
linen kept the edges together. The weight
of the shade on top kept the whole thing
in shape, and a very satisfactory job
resulted.-J. WILLIAMS (Tottenham).

TO ew BATTERY

HEADPHONES
IN BEDROOM

-----

,./4x
_ (a.) CONNECTION

SOLDERED
tr....ee TO FRAME

.1'
(e AP4PAGAn)

i'.e 4. 1
a ip

By means of this simple arrangement gramo. music
can be listened to an phones.

Gramo. Music on Phones
HAVE an aged relative who is bed -

1 ridden, but who enjoys listening to
gramophone records of old-time dance

bands. The gramophone we possess is an
ordinary console model, driven by means
of a clockwork motor. In order that those
of us downstairs can also enjoy the tunes,
I devised the following dodge.

One wire of a length of electric light flex
is soldered to the metal frame of the
gramophone as shown at " a " in the
sketch. I then joinbl one end of a single
wire to one side of a 6 -volt battery. The
other end of the wire is then joined to the
metal diaphragm of the sound -box, by
screwing it in the needle socket along with
the needle (as at " b "). The battery is
kept out of harm's way in the cabinet part
of the gramophone. I then joined a pair
of headphones in series with the sound -box
and the battery by means of the length of
flex.

By " listening -in " through the head-
phones, which are at his bedside,
my relative can hear and enjoy a
perfect reproduction of the records
played downstairs.-J. J. JONES (Dinder,
Somerset).

INTERNAL
CONNECTIONS

MODIFIED FOR PLUG
AND SOCKET LEAD

An improved method of connecting an electric
soldering iron.

An Improved Soldering -iron Con-
nector

THE trailing flex attached to an electric
soldering iron is still a troublesome

problem. To obviate this, take the electric
iron, cut pff the flex about two inches from
the handle, and attach to the connecting
half a standard lamp adapter. This
adapter is then fitted into the end of the
handle (which should be suitably drilled
to allow the adapter to force its own thread
in the wooden handle), making itself rigid
with the handle. The flex itself, at the
point of being cut, is then fitted with a
standard lamp -holder which would allow
for easy connecting and disconnecting of
the soldering iron. A further advantage of
the flex and lamp -holder is that it could be
utilised for the purpcise of an inspection
lamp when the. soldering iron is not
required. The accompanying sketch
shows the principle adopted.-E. OoomnEs
(Widnes).
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MUCH has been written regarding the
advantages and disadvantages
offered by a superhet circuit.

Quite a number of readers argued that
" straight " H.F. amplification was a far
better proposition if one was concerned with
quality reproduction.

The discussion waxed hot and strong
in these pages for several weeks; each
school of thought put forward such strong
cases that the controversy ended in a
deadlock.

It is not proposed, therefore, to open
up the debate in this article, and it should
be noted that the receiver about -to be
described is not being put forward as a
superhet's rival. To make such claims
would only start the battle all over again
and, quite pos-
sibly, giye the
superIet sup-
porters something
to write about.
The " Request "
Straight Six has
been designed to
compromise - be-
tween the . two
extreme deinands;
primarily, its ob-
ject is to give
the best quality
reproduction con-
sistent with
reasonable -b a t -
tory consnmption,
together with an
effective range
and a degree of
selectivity ade-
quate to
satisfy most
normal r e
quirementa
when opera-
ted -in an area r
not coming
within t h e
shadow of
the. trans -mi tting
masts of a
powerful
station.

During the
last Radio
Exhibitien
peritd details were -published in this journal
of the " Admiral " Four-valver, a receiver
employing two stages of H.F. amplification
followed by a triode detector and pentode
output.

This circuit is most satisfactory, but,
and there is always a bid, as no design can
-satisfy every reader, a certain number of
readers who are particularly keen on high
quality reproduction, and a rather -generous
portion at that, expressed their desire for
a more ambitious low -frequency arrange-
ment.

To satisfy their requirements, therefore,
the H.F. and detector circuits of the
" Admiral " have been taken and used as
the basis for a six-valver, the additional
valves being employed to give a greater
low -frequency amplification and output
without the risk of sacrificing quality
through overloading.

The Design
When the modifications were being

considered, the problem immediately arose
as to what refinements should or should not
be embodied. Was a bandpass circuit,

A front view of the H.F. and
del. portion, H.F. gain control._

on the left.

THE 11.4
A Two -Unit Quality Receiver Designed
an Efficient Two -waveband Circuit Cal
Without Employing the Superheterody

either before or after the first H.F. stage
essential? Was sufficient H.F. available

- for efficient A.V.C. control, and should the
-

existing chassis of the "Admiral" be usedor
should the circuit be split into two distinct
sections ? These were just three of -the
major items which had to be examined. -

A decision could be quickly arrived at if
a constructor was making the receiver for

his own particular requireinents,
but when it is a matter of con-
sidering cost, ease of construc-
tion and control, and the widely,

varying conditions under which -the ultimate
design will be used, it is ineyitable that
certain apparently desirable features have
to be ruled out on one score or another.
After very thorough tests, band-pass tuning
and A.V.C. were stood down for the time
being. This means that they can be
employed if one cares to go to a reasonable
amount of trouble over final adjustments
and, of course, incur the additional cost.
However, to those who fancy the -items,
I would say that they will not be over-
looked in the future, and if further tests
prove that they offer practical advantages,
then- the necessary modifications will be'
passed along.

Chassis
To attempt to mount the additional

valves and associated components on the
original chassis of the " Admiral " is cutting
things a little

- too fine, and asking for
trouble, through the cramping of the H.F.
and L.F. circuits.

Apart &OM- those considerations, there
are a vast number of constructors who
already possess an efficient L.P. amplifier

and, likewise, only require- the H.F. and
Det. portion, so it was decided to realae
the " Request " in two distinct sections.

This method of construction has many
advantages. It does not necessitate the
purchase of all the components at once,
it allows faults to be localised and traced

Theoretical circuil ding,

_ more quickly and, what is also a considera-
tion, it enables the L.F. amplifier to be
remoyed very easily and tised. for P.U.

- or microphone work on sites remote from
the receiver installation.

Showing the location of
the two screens between
H.F. and det. stages.
Note screened anode leads.

.111. 1411100.04111M, PM*
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STRAIGHT SIX
Meet the Request of Readers Requiring

)1e of Giving Good Range and Selectivity
ethod - - - - By L. 0. Sparks

Both chassis are made from aluminium,
and the first, the one used for the H.F.
and d t. stages, is 10in. by 9 ins,. --by 3ins,

The Circuit
The theoretical circuit of the first section

is shown below. It is perfectly straight -

ur

50 C.70
'%7'

" The Straight Six."

forward, and almost identical to that of
the " Admiral " : in fact, it is its simplicity,

ST.

combined 'with well -designed components
and valves, which assures its efficiency and
stability.

The governing factor with a circuit 'of
this type is the characteristics of the coils,
and for this reason the Varley COil Unit
Type B.P.116 has again been selected.

It will be noted that transformer coupling
is employed for the aerial and both
stages. The first of these -has a switched
primary for medium and long ,waves, but
the last two have their primaries so de
signed that switching is not _essential.
This has the advantage of eliminating
complicated switching,
bearing in mind that
H:T. is- flowing through
the H.F. priniaries.

Both H.F. valves are
of the variable -Mu type,
allowing
the ut-
most con-
trol to be,
obtained
before the
detector
stage.
TheneCes
sary vari-
able bias
is provid-
ed by a
potentio-meter
connected
across a
9 -volt G.13. battery, each
bias feed being, adequate-
ly decoupled by a stopper
resistance and a by-pass
condenser to earth.

The screens of -the valves are fed through
a fixed potentiometer across the H.T.
supply,. each screen having its. own resist-
ance network and a decoupling resistance
wired in series with the screen, with, of
course, the necessary by-pass condenser.

To avoid a continual current drain from
the G.B. and H.T. batterieS by their
respectiVe potentiometers, the on -off switch,
which is fitted .to the coil unit and operated
by the wave-changetontroI, breaks the H.T.
negative and G.B. positiVe supplies, apart
from the L.T., when the receiver is switched
off. It should be noted that while the
fixing bracket: and operating cam for. the
switch form part of .the coil unit, the
switch is a separate item and is not supplied
with the coil unit.

The secondary of the second H.F.
transformer, i.e., the third coil, passes the
amplified signal on to the grid  of the.
detector via the usual grid. condenser and
leak combination. A triode. is used for this
position.

The three secondaries are tuned by a
three -gang variable condenser, each section
of which has a capacity of .0005 mfd. plus
a small trimming condenser which allows the
three circuits to be satisfactorily balanced.-

In- the anode circuit of the detector is
inserted an H.F. choke and by-pass con-
denser to earth, to prevent the passage of

. unwanted H.F. currents into the L.F.
section. This is" a very essential con-
sideration with a circuit of this type,
therefore the choke should be of reliable
make and efficiently screened.
Output

As it is very desirable for the output
_leads or sockets to be so connected that
they do not early any direct current in
the form of H.T. supply, a simple resistance-i
capacity coupling is used between the
detector anode and output. The anode
feed is decoupled sufficiently for all normal
requirements, and the only time any

The output 4 -pin plug
is shown in valveholder

used for this purpose.

modification might be necessary is with
some forms of H.T. battery eliminators.

Construction
Although it is not possible to include the

complete constructional details- in this
article, a few reminders concerning this
work will not be amiss.

When two: H.F. stages are embodied in
a layout, particular care must be given -to
the placing and wiring of the components I
and the.efficiency of all earth connections. 11

Where screened connecting wires arc
shown, sec that: they _are used, and that .

the metal sleeving is connected to the
nearest earth point.

- Arrange all resistances so that they are
firmly supported, and don't let them
straggle all across the chassis by using
longer connections than necessary.

For most satisfactory results, solder all
connections, taking care to use timnan'$
solder and proper flux. If you are not good
at soldering, then have some practice until
you are able to make a neat and efficient
job. . .

Next week we will publish donstruc-
tional detas of this.. section of the re- -
ceiver.

1..111141111.1.11.4
$4...0.11110.11.4..(1."01,401.11.011.4..(1.011041...)..1.041.11.4./....p./.1).......011111111.1)01.10.041001)...11
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The "Colt " Ailwaye Three
Main Constructional Details of the Simple Battery -operated All -wave

Three -valve Set which is the Subject of Blueprint P\A/7-2
MANY constructors ask for a design

of a simple battery -operated all -
wave receiver using'not more than

three valves. For the beginner a base-
board form of construction is often preferred,
and when the circuit is of the Detector-
2 L.F. type, this may be said to represent
a fairly popular type of receiver. The
" Colt " was designed on these lines in
1936, and owing to the large demand for
blueprints and back numbers describing
the main constructional details, the latter
are now entirely out of print. Accordingly,
we are giving here some of the main details
for the use of those who Still wish to obtain
the blueprint but who are uncertain re-
garding certain constructional points. The
circuit incorporates four separate wave-
bands -15-35, 30-85, 200-550, and 1,000-
2,100 metres. The short-wave coils are
arranged in a separate can, and a special
five -way switch unit is needed to complete
the circuit. As the coils are intended for
chassis mounting it is necessary to mount
them on their side in this particular receiver,
and then the wiring to the switch unit
becomes quite a simple task. This also
enables the overall height of the receiver
to be kept down and a more compact
receiver is made possible. The remainder
of the circuit is quite standard, R.C.C.
components being used to couple the detec-
tor and 1st L.F. stages; and a transformer
coupling L.F. and output stages.

Constructional Notes
The baseboard should preferably be

polished to avoid risk of losses, and if a
metallised surface is not adopted, a polished
plywood board may be used. The coil and
switch assembly should be carried out
before these parts are mounted on the
baseboard. When purchased, the switch
units and the operating rod will, no doubt,
be separated (unless a complete kit is
obtained) and this facilitates the wiring
to the coil unit. If they are assembled,
the operating rod and locator plate may
easily be withdrawn, as there is no locking
device to keep the switch unit in position
on the square rod.

The best way of wiring the coil is to
attach to each of the contacts on the base,
with the exception of No. 4 and that
marked E, a good length of tinned copper
wire. To avoid the trouble of measuring
each length make these 'Ares about 12in.'
long. Insulated sleeving may be passed
over some of these wires, although it is not
essential for all of them. It will be noted

as the contacts on the switch unit are
wired up, which of these leads run close
together and a length of sleeving may then
be cut to avoid the risk of short-circuits.

Making Good Connections
The switch plate and the coil unit utilise

soldering tag connections, and, therefore,
soldering has to be resorted to in this
receiver. Remember, however, that the
tags are attached to soft material and make
quite certain that a really hot iron is
employed and leave it in contact with the
tags for the very minimum of time. If this
point is not attended to the eyelets may be
loosened and the switch will fail to operate
satisfactorily. Carefully clean each contact
with a piece of well-worn emery cloth and
apply the merest
trace of Fluxite or
similar soldering
paste. Clean the
iron thoroughly,
and if it is heated
in a gas flame or

the flame from
a fire wipe
it with a piece
of olg. rag
befornsing it. Apply
the end of the solder
stick to the iron and
take off a neat "blob"
of solder, put the solder carefully against
the soldering tag and it should instantly
adhere, removing the iron at once.

Now refer to the switch wiring connec-
tions. It will be noted that there are two
plates, marked A and B, and on the switch
unit, plate B is the one -attached direct to
the mounting bracket, and when screwed
down this is the one farthest from the
control panel. The contact points are not

I 412.4 sp.oema.11.41mbiesi ,.4 H=0.0.1110.0.soi 141Wpszwi

Three four -pin S.W. type baseboard mounting
! One .0005 mfd. condenser, No. 2SM (C2) (Polar). Two terminal blocks with A.E. and L.S. terminals / One .0003 mfd. cliff. reaction condenser (C3) (Belling -Lee).
I (Polar). Six plugs : H.T.-, H.T.1, H.T.2, G.B.+,
$
 One .0001 mfd. Compax condenser (Cl) (Polar). G.B.-1, G.B.-2 (BellingLee).

Four fixed condensers :.0001 trifd. (type M) (C4),
.005 mfd. (CZ,), .01 mfd. (C6) (type 300 tubular),
2 mfd. (type 65) (C5) (T.C.C.).

I= Three fixed resistors : 2 meg. (R1), 40,000 (R2),
10,000 (R3) (1 watt type) (Erie).

One potentiometer, 1 meg. with two -paint switch
(R4) (Erie).= O.F. traf 3/1, N LT135 (B.T.S).ne L ns ormer, o.

LIST OF COMPONENTS FOR THE " COLT" ALL -WAVE THREE
One four -range coil, No. C56 (Bulgin). One all wave choke No. A.W.C1 (B.T.S.).

o One driver -locator unit, No. S150 (Bulgin).
= One five -way contact unit, No. S153 (Bulgin). valveholders (Clix).

Two spades : L.T.-, L.T.± (Belling -Lee).
One baseboard, I2in. by Sin. (Peto-Scoti).
Six component brackets (Peto-Scott).
Three valves : D210, L210, P215 (Hivac).
One speaker, type 37J (W.B.).
H.T. Battery, 120 volts (Dryden).
G.B. battery, 9 volts (Dryden).
L.T. accumulator (Exide).

I

lettered on the actual component, and rho
letters on the wiring diagram are therefore
reference points to the remainder of the
wiring. Connect together the three lower
contacts on each plate, leaving about ono
inch of wire projecting from the front plate
(plate A), and four inches of wire from
plate B. To one of the fixing nuts a solder-
ing tag must now be attached, and the
most convenient nut is that on the left,
viewing the switch from the front. A two-
inch length of wire is then attached to
this tag. The switch unit may now be
wired to the coil tags, and it will be noted
that in four cases there are two wires
attached to the coil contacts. Terminal 4
and terminal E nearest to it are now joined
together, and the coil unit is ready to

An artist's impression of
the completed " Colt
receiver. Wiring details
will be found on blueprint

No. PW 71

attach to the baseboard. An ordin-
ary component -mounting bracket is
employed for this purpose, with a bolt

passed through one of the two fixing holes -

in the foot of the bracket and through the
fixing holes in the coil unit. A screw and
large washer may then be used to hold
down the bracket through the long slot in
the arm, and this enables the coil to be accur-
ately positioned when mounting the bracket.

Finishing the Wiring
The one -hole fixing bush attached to the

driver -locator unit should now be attached
to a component -mounting bracket, and
locked into position with the single nut and
indicating plate left off. This may after-
wards be attached to the front of the panel
by means of the second nut which is pro-
vided with the unit. The square driving
rod is now pushed through the switch unit,
and when the front of the bracket is level
with the front edge of the baseboard, the
bracket should be screwed down. When
the indicating plate is to be attached to
the panel the switch should be turned to the
extreme left, and then an indicating pointer
may be attached to the fronrso as to give
a clear indication of the - actual setting of
the switch.

- (Continued on page 579.)
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Brief Biographies
ADELAIDE HALL

STARTING with his broadcasts on
February 16th and -23rd, Joe Loss, at
the Astoria Ballroom, London, is to

use for some of his vocals the celebrated
coloured singer oY American, British and
Continental fame, Adelaide Hall.

Adelaide, whose name first came into the
limelight in 1937, when she stepped into the
place tragically vacated _by the untimely death
of the greatly -beloved Florence Mills, is now
in this country appearing at the Old Florida,
where she is manageress of the artists depart-
ment for the all -coloured revue, the niterie
having now been renamed after her; Chez
Adelaide Hall.

Born in Brooklyn, America, it was while
cis vacation from school-Pratt's University,

 Brooklyn-that she first sang in public, at
a school concert, a common event in the
,S'tates during Holiday time.

It so happened that Miller, one-half of
the stage comics, Miller and Lyles, heard

A recent portrait of Miss Adelaide Hall.

her in these surroundings. At once he
dashed back -stage to book her for the show
in which he was acting, " Shuffle Along,','
at the 63rd Street Theatre, despite her youth
fulness. She was only sixteen years old but
full of confidence and .strung along with
" Shuffle Along " for a whole year.

This show over, she accompanied Miller
and _Lyles into another one on Broadway,
" Running Wild," and after the run, of this
expired -crossed to Berlin, then travelled on
to .Hamburg, Vienna, LeiNig, Budapest,

' Stockholm. Sweden, and Prague, where
Adelaide had to leave, as her Mother, angry
-at her long absence, wired her to come home
at once. This wasapproximately ,1925.

A year later, she returned to the stage to
play in" Desires of 1927. "

Her big opportunity came when 110 Mills
died, for immediately Lew Leslie, deprived
of his star of " Blackbirds," selected Adelaide
as her successor.

Her initial performance for Lew Leslie
was in "Blackbirds of 1928." It lasted two
years on Broadway and did another four
months over in Pais, returning to tour in
America for several months more.

For a year she head -lined on R.K.O.,
and this achievement led to the London
Palladium securing her for a brief variety
season here in 1931.

Her records have been innumerable, with
H.M.V., Decca, Brunswick and Columbia,
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and Miss Hall has sung with'many noted dance
bands, including Fats Waller, Ray Ventura,
Willie Lewis, National Scala Orchestra,
Fred Elizalde, Jimmy Lanceford, Fletcher
Henderson, Rudy Vallee, Major Boles, Duke
Ellington and Cab Calloway.

One of her most reeent records was with,
swing pianist Fats Waller playing the
organ.

She has been, the highest paid coloured
artist on the. N.B.C. radio network, and was
the first singer ever to feature the popular
song " Solitude," has appeared in two
special feature shorts for- Warner Brothers,
and is being represented currently by Syd
Roy and Felix _Mendebssohn, who hope to
book her in variety shortly.

Five feet six inches adl, with a most
alluring smile, jet black hair and an ex-
quisite taste in, clothes-especially sports
suits and scarves and sweater* which she

likes in gay colours-she is very much of an,
athlete, goes horse -riding often and never
misses a day swimming during the 'summer
months, but seems to avoid lOsing or gaining
any weight by her devotion to exercise.

Lives in a snug and mellow -lit little house
down a West End mews, with many unique
gifts her- career has brought her situated
around her, one typical example being a lamp-
shade bearing a few bars of music of many
world-famous composers which, were inked -in
most delicately by one of her fans..

PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS.

Any of our readers requiring information and
advice respecting Patents, Trade Marks or
Designs, should apply to Rayner and Co.,
Patent Agents, of Bank Chambers, 29, South-
ampton Buildings,. Chancery Lane, London,
W.C.2, who will give free advice to readers

mentioning this paper.

9-200 Metres Short -
Wave

BARGAINS'
Nearly 100,000 short-wave enthusiasts can't be wrong.
Secure YOUR N.T.S. kit NOW at an amazing bargain price.

sigiu-NEFREE VALVES Pussziew

New 1 -V -.2 Bp(lai SHORTWAVER

Complete Kit-COILS-4 valves FREE !
A powerful S.G., Det. List value £4-19-6

Pentode short-wave

ZriIi-nrgca'sdinfurii4 BARGAIN 4916arrangement and providing . .

amazing efficiency over the effective waverange of 9-200 metres.
This is the set for the short-wave Man and beginner alike. This
N,T.S. kit is, of course, supplied complete dawn to the last
scram, coils for 12-94 metres and 4 FREE valves. Yours for
3,6 down and 12 monthly payments of 4;3.
1 -Valve SHORT -WAVER. A marvellous single valve receiver
providing wide -world short -ware results on 12/9-1 metres. As
a special introductory offer to beginners this kit is available
with all coils, pair of lightweight 'phones. and free matched
valve. List value 52:-. BARGAIN. 21;7;6 or 2,11 down and
11 monthly payments of 2'6.

-LIGHTWEIGHT 'PHONES-
LIST - idea: for short-wave

VALUE . work and testing.
15!- Post 6d. extra.

0 POST ORDERS. All geode offered sent carriage or
post charges paid. C.O.D. charge extra on orders
under 10,'-. Oversews orders carriage extra.

CALLERS. All lines available to callers at'our only addreee
as below. Call in for complete bargain lists without obligation
to purchase.

FREESend now for your copy of the N.T.S. Short -
Wave Bargain booklet ; also Bargain A.C. and

Battery Chassis List and valve replacement chart.

BARGAIN
FREE 5,6
LIST VALUE 35/ -
VALVE BEST SELLER
Two S.G.'s and a Pentode
output, brand new, matched,
plus 3 valveholders data and
circuit diagrams, fur set build-
ing, re-
pairsand
r e place-
ments. HURRY!!

POWERFUL CLASS "B4" 1,;"iti
CHASSIS Complete with Valves
LIST VALUE £7 : 0: 0

Bargain 79/6
of 5/- down, balance in 15
monthly payments of 6/-.
.A snip not to be missed.
Volume and range equal to
a, mains set. 3 wavebands,
18-2,100 metres. Efficient
6. G. Bandpass circuit.
Station -name dial. Screened
coils. Chassis size Mins.
wide, 94ine. high, 8tins. deep.
Complete with 4 matched ONLY A

FEW LEFT -valves. Guaranteed fully
tested. Available with matched moving -coil speaker, cash or
C.O.D., 24/19/6, or 5/- down and 18 monthly payments of 8i3

*"Performs admirably on the sl waves
and no instability "-says

F. J. CAMM. See
P. Wireless 7/1/39.
Secure your PENTA-KIT
NOW. Build a Converter,
Adapter, 1, 0 or 3 -valve
Receivers. Wave -range
9-2,000 metres. Kit comes
to you absolutely complete,
all coils and 3 FREE British
valves including Pentode.
List £4110,'0. AMAZING
BARGAIN 421- cash or
C.O.D. or 2:6 down and 12
monthly payments of 319. YFOR 2/6 DOWN

KITS-VALVES FREE
" World Kits are supplied less coils it accommodate those Nebo
already possess famous B.T.S. sell -locating inductors. Matched
and tested valves given FREE.
ALL -WAVE WORLD 6.G,3. Wave -range 0-2,000 met PPR.

stow-motiou tuning. Station -name scale. Kit include. all Pali,
with drilled metal chassis, transformer, etc., and PEEL- KG.
Det. and Pentode valves. List value of 24/15/0. BARGAIN
29/6 or 2,6 down and 12 monthly payments of 2110.
ALL -WAVE WORLD 8.0.4. Employs one snore 0.G. audio
stage than the 3 -valve model and all extra eamponents. station.
name scale. 4 valves given FREE. Astounding BARGAIN
at 421- cash or C.O.D., or 216 down and 12 monthly payments
of 8/9.
COILS. Complete net of 10 coils, 9-2.000 metre,. List 27 5.
N.T.S. BARGAIN, 17/6, or add 1/6 to World Kit deposit and
to each monthly payment.

REPLACEMENT VALVES-
Send now for N.T.S. Bargain, List "V"
of replacement valves. Amazing
offers covering all types. Also your
FREE copy of the N.T.S. Short-wave

Book.

1939 All -wave Battery S.G.3
AMAZING FAMOUS -NAME OFFER

BARGAIN £4: 19 9
28 : 13 0

5 - secures, balance in 18 monthly pay-
ments of 6/4.

This superb Super All -Wave Battery 0.0.3 receiver, as illus-
trated, will give you programmes (ruin all over the world. Cir-
cuit comprises V.BLII-F-Pentode
High Efficiency Detector and
Harries distertionless output
Pentode. 4 Wave -ranges. 14-
2,100 metres. Station -name dial.
Exquisite walnut cabinet meas-
uring 191Ins. high, 'Gins. xvidc,
'tins. deep. Tone -compensated
moving -coil speaker fitted. Less
batteries.

HURRY ! SECURE I
THIS GREAT SET

WHILE STOCKS LAST.

NEW TIMES SALES CO.
56 (Pr.W.27), LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.C.4.

Phone: City 551 Eat. 1 924.
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A Television Survey
111 is apparent that Birmingham is deter-

mined not to lose any of its claim to
be considered as the next city in which a 
television transmitter will start operatingin this country.. Their efforts are to be
admired, and should- be noted by other
provincial cities who feel that they should
be considered in any Government scheme
which aims at providing a network of -sta-
tions to cover the television service needs of
the bulk of the country's population. In
the case of the first -named city, however,
an aerial survey has been made of the
point to point route between the Alexandra
Palace and Birmingham. - This was under-
taken on the ,assumption that a radio,
and not a cable link, would be employed
for relaying the, television picture signals
from London to the site chosen. If high
points are required  for erecting the relay
Stations which- receive and then re-transinit
the Signals, then places mentioned are
IVinghoe, Byfield, or a place near Daventry.
In proximity to Birmingham itself there is
Walton Hill, near Stourbridge; but the con-
clusions arrived at from this preliminary
aerial flight are that there should be no
difficulty in providing a satisfaCtory signal
with only two repeater stations. Incident-
ally, it is worth remembering that although
'the main aim is to serve the proVinces with
programmeS relayed from London, because
of the high 'cost involved in providing
local programmeS, it .shotild be possible to
reverse the procesS and give to London
programmes of real interest which may
occur within easy reach of the proVincial
stations. Whether this is contemplated is
not yet knoWn, hitt it.is a suggestion which
merits close investigation, for it_ would
broaden enormously the national outlook
of the teleVision service:

Television Sound Quality
ALTHOUGH it is generally recognised

that the quality of the sound which
accompanies' .a television transmission is
suPerior to that givAlPY ordinary medium
and long -wave broMasting, this, should
not be allowed to lull the engineers responsi-
ble for this side of the work into a sense of
false security. Improvements are still
needed, especially when outside broadcasta
are being undertaken. Here it is essential
for the viewer to capture the whole atmo-
sphere of the scene where the event is taking
place. The _associated noises should there-
fore predominate, and not the voice of a
commentator describing what is happening
frequently a phase' or two behind as is
evidenced by what one sees on the receiver
screen. The excitement of the occasion
is so frequently lost by the verbal descrip-
tinn, and the speaker is apt to forget that
the average viewer with

_ good signals is.
seeing just as much (and- .often more) as
those privileged to be eye -witnesses on the
spot. In the case of studio transmissions
t und is much better acoustically, but

the microphone or its shadow has
bee - itch in evidence. It is appreciated
that t andliug o boom is a difficult

Vol. 3. No. 139.

matter, but special attention should be given
to this at rehearsals, for it tends to destroy
the degree of illusion which is so essential
when watching television pictures in the
comfort of the home.

An Assurance
IT was a happy thought on the part of

the authorities to inaugurate the cam-
paign for making the public more television
minded by a special morning transmission.
from Alexandra Palace. Both Mr. Ogilvie
and Mr. Stanley made short speeches point-ing out how the organising was being
undertaken, and. stressing that this was
the.first real co-operative effort of a young
and growing industry which bids fair tooutstrip many of its rivals. From the

show but little change for a long time.
Too often have rumours been spread that
prices would tumble down, but if one ex-
amines the contents of a modern television*
set it will be realised that serious price
reductions are an economic impossibility
unless quality is sacrificed very- materially,
and picture size reduced. The American
boast that even although their own public
television service would not start until
May, they would sell more television sets
by the end of 1939 than Britain Would in
the whole year, was taken up by the R.M.A.
television development committee. There
may therefore be a -friendly transatlantic
contest, and this spirit will be welcomed
by all who have the interests of television's
rapid development at heart.

Ultra -short-wave Power
(-NNE of the main difficulties which has
N.-, been experienced so far in connection
with the use of ultra -short waves for the
propagation of television signals is asso-
ciated with the fact that the rated output
power of the transmitter is relatively low
when compared with that employed onmedium- and long -wave broadcastingstations. There are many technical reasons
involved in this problem, but perhaps the
most important is the peculiar effects which
occur in the high -power valves themselves

Hundreds of motorists who escape to the country each Sunday recently had the eyes of thirty thousandpeople watching for their slightest driving faults. A television camera with a squad of courtesy copstook shots of bad driving whilst a police superintendent gave a running commentary on the fault. JasmineBligh, the television hostess, was present at the demonstration which was held at Bignall's Corner, JereSt. Albans Road crosses the Barnet By Pass. Our illustration shows Miss Bligh let off with a caution.She is being interviewed by a mobile police officer for careless driving.

public point of view there were two assur-
ances which were welcomed. First of all,
in mentioning that continued research
would be applied to improve, the service
technically, Mr. Ogilvie added that all the
improvements effected at the transmitting
end would in no way upset the performance
of sets for some years to come. In other
words, there- is no fear of early obsolescence
in receivers, and a set bought now will be
capable of showing pictures of good qualityin three or four years time, ignoring, of
course, any breakclown in the component
parts themselves. In the case of Mr. Stanley,
he restored public confidence by stressing
that the present price of receivers would

as a result of the high carrier frequencies
they are called upon to handle. The use ofdemountable water-cooled tetrodes, ascarried out by the Baird Company with
their transmitter is one solution, but it is
now learned that a new device is beingperfected in America which may serve to
overcome some of the resent difficulties.
Technical details are atfte moment rather
scanty, but it is learned that the apparatusis capable of generating very high fre-
quencies within itself, and even at high
powers the control of the eleetronic oscil-
lations is not difficult. If equipment Of
this nature can be perfected, its featutes will
merit investigation by television engineers.

J.
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Impfessi(cas
on the Wax

A REVIEW OF THE LATEST GRAMOPHONE RECORDS
Light Orchestral

THE London Palladium Orchestra,
conducted by Clifford Greenwood,
has made a new recording of the -

Suite from Rosse's Incidental Music to the
" Merchant of Venice." This consists of
two an Intermezzo, an Oriental
March and the Doge's March. This last
is well known from having been used so
often as Pageant Music-H.M. V.
C. 3072-3.

Louis Levy's excellent selection from the
" Mikado on H.M.V. BD 653 will be
welcomed by those who have seen the
remarkable colour film of the Gilbert and
Sullivan opera.

A record that will have a wide appeal is
Toscanini's conducting of the B.B.C. Or-
chestra in the Overture to Mozart's " Magic
Flute" on H.M.V. DB 3550.- It is a great
recording of one of the finest Overtures,
and ranks with his earlier and quite sen-
sational record of the " Barber -of Seville "
Overture.

The Coldstream Guards - pay a pretty
compliment to the youngest band in the
Services by playing the "Royal Air Force
March Past," coupled with their own
march, " Milanollo,' on H.31 .V B 8856. '

The RoYal-Air Force Band gives excellent
account of two fine marches, "National
Emblem" and "Imperial Echoes," on
H.M.V. B 8846, Whilst one of the best
records by brass bands for spine time is
provided by the Black Dyke Mills Band,
who play a selection from " II Trovatore "
which inCludes- the Anvil ClicrugH../1/. V.
BD 643. This band has been playing for
many years in competitions, and has
obtained more consistent high awards than
any other of the regular competitors.

From the Shows
THP two big hits from "`Under Your

Hat," - the Courtneidge-Hulbert
success now running at the Palace

Theatre, London, appear on H.M.V.
B 8865. The Palace Theatre Orchestra,
the two stars of the piece, and the Rhythm
Brothers all help the -record to go with a
swing. On one side is Cicely Courtneidge
singing The Empire Depends on You "
and Cicely, Jack and the Rhythm Brothers
are all together on the reverse side singing
" Keep It Under Your Hat."

There's a story behind a new record. by,
" Fats -" Waller in the H.M.V. February
list, as this great " swing pianist deserts -
the piano for the organ. " Fats " received
his first training as ,an organist, and versa-
tility. at the piano is only of recent origin.
His father was .a negro minister who destined
his son for tho church also, but when. the
elders heard him swinging the church'
organ, they thought it " unfittin' " for a
church so he became a -cinema organist.
Now after all these years he can be heard at
the organ again, And although his record of
" Water Boy " and " Lonesome Road "-
H./11.V. B 8845, is not issued as a swing
record, he contrives to make it swing along
very nicely, thank your

Mildred Bailey and hubby " Red "
Noriro are known to all America as Mr.
and Mrs. Swing. Before that they were
called the King and Queen of Swish. That
was because they started a fashion for
softer and less noisy swing music. The
charm Of her voice seems to lie in the
vein of hard tone that runs through the
apparent softness of her singing. To get -a
grip of this paradox you should listen to
her record of " Dear Old Mother Dixie "
and " Too Late "-H.M.V. B 8847.

Tommy Dorsey's latest record " Tin
Roof Blues " and " Boogie-Woogie " on
H.M.V. B 8854, should appeal to others
besides the swing fans as the rhythm of the
first side is very insidious in the way the
rhythm is held over changes of tempo.

Parlophene
FOR Isis latest recording on Parlophone

RO 20431 Richard Tauber sings
" One Day When We Were Young "

and "rm in Love with Vienna," both of
which are in English.

In the 12in. Classic Series appear two
fine orchestral recordings. The first is
" Martha " Overture (two parts), played
by the Vienna State Opera Orchestra,
conducted by Prof. Leopold Pcichwein, on
Pcirlophone E 11392, the other being " The
Flight of the Bumble Bee " and " Khoyant-
schina," Interlude, Act 4, played by the
E.I.A.R. Symphony Orchestra, Turin, on
Parlophone E 11393.

Millicent Phillips, the young girl soprano,
(the story of her discovery by Parlophone
has- appeared previously in these notes)
has chosen two songs from the film "That
Certain Age," for her latest recording "
Own," and " You're as Pretty as a Picture "
--Parlophone R-2615.

Ronald Frankau, the popular radio and
stage comedian, is extremely funny in
" Bare Facts " (monologue) and " The
Best Kind of Bad Girls " on Parlophone
B 2620.

A " Second Waltz Medley " (two parts)
is recorded on Parlophone R 2617 by the
Orchestra Mascotte, whilst Herbert E.
Groh, the German tenor, sings " Undine "
(father, mother, sisters, brothers), and

The Trumpeter of Sakkingen " on
Parlophone R 2613.

Harry Roy and his Orchestra have
coupled two popular tunes of the moment
on Parlophone F 1330. They are " The
Umbrella Man " from the film "These
Foolish Things " and " Ferdinand t

Bull," from the film of that name. His other
numbers are " Joseph ! Joseph ! " a nil
" Day After Day ". On Parlophone F 1310,
and " Goodnight Little. Skipper," coupled
with " I'm Singing a Song for the Old
Folk," on Parlophone F 1329.

Leslie A. Hutchinson 1" Hutch: ") has
made two new records this month. The
first-" If Ever a Heart was in the Right
Place," and " This is the KisS of Romance
-Parlophone F 1338, the other, " They
Say " and " There's Something About an
Old Love "-Par/op/tam F 1339.
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ELECTRADIX BARGAINS
VIBRATOR BATTERY SUPER-

SEDER, with metal rectifier, for
H.T. from your 2.volt battery.
3 output volt tappings. A boonto those who are not on the
Reduced from 63 15s. to sale
price, 37/6. -
SPEAKER BARGAINS, -Moving -coil, energised Wu. cone, soiledbut good, famous makers, 4/6 only. hew Speakers, R. d A.,bin. cone, 2,500 ohms and transf., 716. Hears, Sin. with transf.,1616. Sin. with tranaf. 15/, 'Magnavox Type 144, Gin. cone,2.500 ohms.. 10/6. Rola Gin, cone. 6/6. Speakers, K.B. 6 v.,Tin. cone, 7/9 ; !Lelia 6 v., Sin. cone, with transformer, 10/- ; Brown612 c. llin. cone; with H.R. speech coil, 12/6.
ONEZIETER. The Dix-Onemeter with only 8 Terminals, but 50Ranges, is a valuable instrument for laboratory work. It is ofunable size to go in the pocket, but big enough to cover the wholenee of D.C. electrical measurements, 50 microamps. to 20 amps.:rid 20 millivolts to 2,000 volts. 55/- ONLY. Multipliers from0 6 eaeh.
DIX-MIPANTA VEST POCKET TESTER.
A wonderfully versatile moving -Iron multi -
range meter for service on A.C. or D.C. jobs.
No projecting terminals. THREE ranges ofvolts: 0-150, 0-300. Used for
mii,LiAmps, reads: 19) 333.R. and 75 m.a.im black bakelite case. Measures only 24in.
v 21In.. with pair of test leads and plugs.

Leaflet " N " gives full information. 19/6.SHORT WAVE Lead-in Insulators, Fre-quentite braes stem, 80, Stand-off Insulators,
porcelain with base, 6d. each, 5/.. doz. Screened Flex, single, 40.yd. Screened Steering, 3d. yd. Electrolytic and H.T. Condensersto 10,000 volts, cheap. Mains Transformers to 3, 5, and 8 volts;2;8. Dials Vernier Dram, 6d. .0005 varia. Condensers, V,
ARMCHAIR CONTROL. Moduli. high rev -compression, Volum5
Control, 12ft. twin flex and valve adaptor, 1/6.
CONTROL BY Photo CeIR for Talkies, Light Tests,
Timing Controls, etc., at bargain priges. Response to light 50micro -amps. 'per lunsen, R.C.A.,25/-. Heldere, Elevt-ronieCells, selLgenerating on Micro -Ammeter or Micro. Relay, 111n.by fin., atm. Beck Prisms, 5/6.
RAY AMPLIFIERR-First stage Battery model, oak case, 25/-.A.C. Mains model, steel case, 60/-.
CRYSTAL SETS for crystal -pure reception. Desk type, full,B.B.C.range, 7/C. headphones, 2/Band 4/6.
TELESCOPES, Nayy -Pun, 24in., 17/6; Hand spotting, 25/-;.stick Periscopes, 341n. mirror, 62.
CHOKES. 30 50/100 rms., 4/-, amis. ditto; 10/-. ILE:Chokes B. and S.W., 1/6.
For SET tuning or Test Galvo work, MTLLIAMMETERS, 3/9 only.New 8 m.a. meter, back of panel, illuminated plain dial, lin. needle,back lamp and bracket. For D.C. anode current, etc., 3/9.GALVOS. Vertical Teleg. Silvertown horizontal Bridgeealvos, 7/6.'

DIALDIAL TUNING. 10 -point Finger Switch Dials,
as illus., used on G.P.O. Automatic Telephones.
These have spring; drive, governor, clutch and
conlacM inside. Price 2/6.

ARCELS of experimental odd coils, magnets,
wire chokes, switches, terminals, etc., post free;
111 lbs., 7/- ; 7 lbs., 5/,
'11.11.P. Field Telephone Stations, 35/, Culdeon drums. 55/- a.mile. Army Signal Lamps, day and night,

7Q - and, 65/-. Army Pocket double headphones, 2/6 pair. MainsAl.,: m Big Bells, A.O. or D.C. Air Exhausters, D.C., 55/-. A.C.,,
MAKE YOUR OWN GRAIIIO. RECORDS ON DISC.

BATTERY

Electric FEIGN Recording Set bas
ball bearing centre gear box and

e055 geared traverse rod. Set with
Tracking Gear. Pick-up and
Tone -arm fitted diamond, 37/6.
For experimenters -requiring gear
only leas Pick-up and Tone -errs,
this Is 21/6. Diamond Cutter
Needles, fit all pick-ups, 7/6.
Blank Discs, 3/3 dozen. CompleteAcoustic Sets de Luxe, 18/- ; No. 2, 13/0 ; Junior. types, 5/8 eachcomplete.

..fRANSFORMERS. B.T.H. in bakelite, 15-1 and 4-1 at 5/-, Power
insformers and Chokes, all sizes. H.M.V., 8/6. Igranic, 7/6.I mnelto, 10/8. Electrolytic and H.T. Condensers, to 10,000 volts.

I sizes, cheap.

Sc,,l'for 1038 Buff Electrical List "N" of Bargains.
19:1v NEW SALE LIST FREE for stamped addressed envelope,

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
218, Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.4

Telephone : Central 4611

When writing to Advertisers
please mention

L" Practical and Amateur Wireless"

WRITE FOR PRICE LIST
AND FULL PARTICULARS OF

LATEST MODELS OF

ARMSTRONG
CHASSIS

ON LOWEST EASY TERMS

WE ALSO SUPPLY :01,1t
WRITE STATING
REQUIREMENTS c5
WE WILL QUOTE
BY RETURN POST.

favourable terms all well-known
Sets, Radiograms, Speakers, etc.,
also all Domestic Electrical
Equipment. All Carr. paid.

Prompt Delivery.
(Theft National 6828-6)

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY
Est COMPANY 1925

11 OAT LANE NOBLE STREET, LONDON E.C.2

February 18th, 1939

TELEVIEWS
Using Electronic Principles
FROM time to time attention has been

drawn to the importance of applying
electronic principles to microscopic work.
There is no doubt that this is a, direct out-
come of the research which has been under-
taken for television in the field of electron
optics. It is as well to remember, however,
that the electron microscope as developed
to -day can take one of two general forms,
according to the particular purposo it is
callatupon to serve. In the first type- the -

beam of electrons furnished by radiation
from a cathode surface is made to irradiate
the object undergoing investigation, so that
its form can ba. quite, clearly defined on a
fluorescent screen or
photographic plate
mounted in the
path of the beam.
The apparatus re-
sembles very much
the familiar simple
microscope, but the
optical glass lenses
are; of course, re-
placed by their
electron equivalents
and the electron
beam is used in lieu
of the light rays.
It is with this form
of the instrument
that the extremely
high magnifications
mentioned before
in these columns
have been achieved.
Magnifications upto a figure of
100,000 have been
actually measured,
and the outstand-
ing benefits of this
have already been
recognised by the
medical and biologi-
cal sciences when
called upon to give
chapter and verse
for the activities of
bacteria that up to
the present could
only be detected
by cruder methods.
Very often the
earlier work de-
pended on colout-
ing matter or the
use of intense light,
and this in many
cases killed the bacteria and so
the work void.

an image of the cathode surface will then
be projected on to the normal front screen
and may be enlarged where necessary. - If
a single anode magnetically -operated type
of tube is to be used in this manner, then the
modulation electrode is used as an anode.
This has a positive potential applied to it sothat it gives an electrostatic focusing
system in conjunction with the original
anode. Magnification is then undertaken
by altering the direct current flowing.
through the external solenoidal focusing
coil.

A Colour Advantage

WHEN watching television trans-
missions from Alexandra Palace,

A novel multi -point distributing system giving over 100 lines for
communication at the New York World's Fair.

rendered

Another Case
THE actual industrial form of this type of

apparatus is complicated and expen-
sive, but 'when smaller degrees of magni-
fication are necessary then the subject to be
examined is focused optically on to a uni-
form cathode surface. This is electron
emitting, and the resulting electron image
brought into being is either electrostatic-
ally or electro-magnetically focused on to a
fluorescent screen for observation, either
visually or photographically. This simple
principle is often made use of when it is
desired to examine the actual nature of the
surface of the cathode in a standard form of
C.R. tube. To bring this about a correct
interrelated adjustment of the first 8,nd
second anode potentials has to be made, and

especially when there is a description of
the scene involving -the mention of the
colours of dresses or articles, the viewer
quite naturally is set thinking of the time
which must elapse before monochrome
gives way to colour in his received picture.
Wherever television's development is being
undertaken on any large scale some atten-
tion is being directed towards the achieve-
ment of good colour television pictureS.
The cinema industry has long realised that
talking pictures in colour, and of a high
quality, are what the public really want,
and in the case of television the ultimate
aim is the proviSion of natural colour
with stereoscopic relief. It is not known
generally that subjects with relatively
inferior picture detail can be watched in
comfort if colours are present, whereas with
a black -and -white reproduction this would
not be tolerated.
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NEWS and H.M.S;
B.B.C. Overseas News Reorganisation

WE understand that the B.B.C.
have reorganised the news ser-

vices in its Overseas Department. As a
measure of co-ordination, the Empire News
Service and the Foreign Language News
Service, previously under separate editors,
have been brought together in an enlarged
Overseas News Section, under an Overseas
News Editor. To this post, Mr. A. E. Barker,
hitherto Foreign Language Service News
Editor, has been appointed.

Within the reorganised Overseas News
Section, the following new appointments
have been made :

As Empire News Editor, Mr. Michael
Barkway ; as Assistant Empire News
Editor, Mr. Clifford Hulme ; and as Euro-

KING GEQRGE V.
peon News Editor (for the services inFrench,
German, and Italian), Mr. W. M. Newton.

The Arabic and the Spanish -Portuguese
services, also included in the Overseas
News Section, remain under the same editors
as hitherto. Since the end of last month,
the foreign news bulletins on medium
wavelengths have been lengthened from
half an hour to forty:five minutes each
evening.

The King to Launch H.M.S.
King George V

uIS Majesty the King will journey
I, to Tyneside, on February 21st,

to launch the new battleship King George V.
The' entire ceremony will bo broad-

. cast from the National transmitter, begin-
ning at approximately 3.40 p.m. A running
commentary of the proceedings will be
given by Lieut-Commander Woodrooffe.

Shortly before the arrival of the Royal
party, Lieut.-Commander Woodrooffe, to
the -accompaniment of lively airs by the
dockyard band, will describe the picture
Of the' crowds lining the building slip,
and the arrangements made. for launching
the vessel into the Tyne.

As the King arrives the band will strike
up the National Anthem. Presentations
over, the launching service as laid down
by regulations  will be held. Immediately
following, His Majesty will- launch the
ship.- No speech will be broadcast but
listeners may hear the King's voice naming
the vessel: Microphones alongside the slip-
way will convey to listeners the roar of the
mighty hull as she slides into the Tyne.

THE " COLT" ALL -WAVE THREE
(Continued from page 574)

To avoid cutting the spindle of the
volume Control, and to enable the control
knobs all to remain at an equal distance
from the panel, the bracket for this com--
Ponent should be mounted slightly back
from the front edge of the baseboard. Mount
the valveholders first and carry out the
wiring to the legs, as these may prove in-
accessible when the transformer and re,
maining components have .been fitted. A
single length of wire is employed for each
filament run, and lengths of sleeving ate
cut off to slip over between the valve -
holders, passing the wire through the centre
holder and finishing off at the other end.
Attach the grid leak to the first valveholder,
and lengths of wire to the remaining legs,
after Which the remaining components may
be attached in the positions shown in the
wiring diagram.

Testing Out
_ Complete the wiring and attach the
battery  leads, making quite certain that
the correct indicating plugs are attached
to these. When the receiver is checked
and ready for test;the La. leads shohld be
attached to the accumulator and the H.T.-
and should be inserted into the
aPpropriate sockets on these batteries.
G.B.-1 should be inserted temporarily in
the 3 -volt socket of the grid -bias battery
and G.B.-2 in the 7:5 -volt socket, whilst
for preliminary tests H.T.-i-1. should be
inserted into any socket between 80 and
110 volts and H.T.2 into the 120 -volt
socket. Rotate the tight -hand control in a
clockwise direction and the switch will be
heard to snap over after a short move-
ment, in which condition the set is on but
the L.F. volume control is in the position
of minimum volume. As this control is
turned farther the volume will be gradually
increased. The reaction control should be
set to minimum for preliminary tests,
and the wave -change- switch set to the
medium -wave position. The local should
bo heard and there are no trimming
adjustments to be carried out. The voltage
at H.T.1 should be adjusted until smooth_
reaction effects are obtainable over all
wavebands, and in this connection it should
be noted that the aerial lead may be
attached to poiht 5 on the coil as an alterna-
tive. This will in some cases be found to
provide better results on the short waves,
but no doubt each listener will try the
arrangement with his own aerial system
in order to find.the most adjustment.
The series aerial condenser (on the left of
the panel) will assist in obtaining maximum
selectivity on the medium waves, and the
operation ofthereceiveris extremely simple.

LET ME HELP
YOU

INTO A KEY
POSITION

DO ANY OF THESE SUBJECTS INTEREST YOU?
Accountancy Examinations
Advertising and Sales Management
Agriculture
A.M.I.Fire E. Exam.
Applied Mechanics
Army Certificates
Auctioneers and Estate Agents
Aviation Engineering
Banking
Boilers
Book-keeping, Accountancy and Modern

Business Methods
ItSc. (Eng.)
B.Sc. (Estate Management)
Building, Anhitecture and Clerk of

Works
Builders' Quantities
Cambridge Senior Moot Certificate
Civil. Engineering
Civil Service
All Commercial Subjects
Commercial Art
Concrete and Structural Engineering
Draughtsmanship. All branches
Engineering. All branches, subjects

and examinations
General Education
G.P.O. Eng. Dept.
Heating and Ventilation
Industrial Chemistry
Institute of Housing
Insurance
Journalism
Mathematics
Matriculation

If dolt do not see your own requirernente above,

STUDY AT HOME IN
YOUR SPARE TIME

Metallurgy
Mining, all subjects
Mining, Electrical Engineering
Motor Engineering
Motor Trade
Municipal and County Engineers
Naval Architecture
Novel Writing
Pattern Making
Play Writing
Police, Special Course
Preceptors, College of
Press Tool Work
Pumps and Pumping Machinery
Radio Communication
Radio Service Engineering
Road Making and Maintenance
Salesmanship,
Sanitation
School Attendance °ulcer
Secretarial Exams.
Sheet Metal Work
Shorthand (Pitman's)
Short Story Writing
Speaking in Public
Shipbuilding
Structural Engineering
Surveying
Teachers of Handicrafts
Telephony and Telegraphy
Transport Inst. Exams.
Weights and Measures Inspector
Welding
Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony
Works Managers
to to ut on any nada,. Full pollleulars freA.

EVERY DEPARTMENT -IS A COM.
PLETE COLLEGE: EVERY STUDENT

IS A CLASS TO HIMSELF

JOURNALISM
Short Story, Novel and Play

Writing.
There is money and pleasure in Journalism
and in Story Writing. No apprenticeship, no
pupilage, no examinations, no outfit necessary.
Writing for newspapers, novels or pictures, is
not a gift ; it is a science that can be acquired
by diligent application and proper guidance.
It is the most fascinating way of making
pastime profitable. Trained ability only is
required, we do the training by post. Let us
tell you all about it. - -

DEPARTMENT OF LITERATURE 104.

IF YOU ATTEND TO THIS NOW IT MAY MAKE
A WONDERFUL DIFFERENCE TO YOUR FUTURE

OMR IMMO IMMO it NM MIMI NMI M.

TO DEPT. 104. THE BENNETT
COLLEGE LTD., SHEFFIELD.

Please send m9 (free of charge)
Particulars of F ..... 1 (Cross out line which
Your private advice about ) does not apply)

PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK LETTERS

Name .....  ...... 
Address v..0

DEPT. 104, THE BENNETT COLLEGE LTD., SHEFFIELD
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Wind -driven Charging Plant
should like to thank you for the

very helpful book-" Coils, Chokes and
Transformers," received in connection with
Problem No. 330, and also for " Sixty
Tested Wireless Circuits," awarded me for
solving Problem No. 297:

Also congratulations on providing in
PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS Such
interesting and useful inforniation on all
branches of radio. I think the component
construction articles are particularly helpful.

As I am in a country district some dis-
tance from a charging station and not on
the mains, batteries are still rather a
problem. Could you publish some inform-
ation about wind -generators, about pro-
prietary models (including American), and
those for amateur construction, with details
of types of dynamo, speed, shape of pro-
pellers, best angle of vanes, etc.

I realise that in normal times this subject
might not appeal to many readers,-butin the
present rather unsettled conditions, with
the possibility of mains supply being cut
off, I think readers would be glad to have
information on the subject.

I remember some time ago you published
a photo of equipment presented by Messrs.
E. K., Cole, to Tristan da, Cunhk which in-
cluded a wind -generator.

Apparatus of this sort has, I belieVe, been
available for some time in the U.S.A.,
where, of course, things are in general more
scattered, but I think that. people in this
country would be interested in a suitable
model offered at a reasonable price.-J. P.
COOK (Chepstow).

A Simple U.S.W. Adapter !
SIR,-I think it is agreed that the A.F.

- side of a modern commercial superhet
gives a much better frequency response
than that of 'its pre -detector circuits; To
take advantage of the quality of the tele-
vision sound programmes, it would be better
to use an adapter which Would be plugged
into the pick-up terminals on the broadcast
set, than to use a converter.

I, and I daresay other readers, would like
to see a brief description of a simple adapter,
say, R.F. and detector, which would pick
up the television station with the minimum
of distortion. Would it be possible for you
to give space to the description of such a unit
to be either mains or battery operated ?-
W. W. LLEWELLYN (London, S.W.).

[Are any other readers interested in appara-
tus of the type referred to in the above two
letters 7-ED.]

Voltage Tests with Mains Trans-
formers

your interesting articles
"Making Your Own Components," I-

shoUldlike to: pass this small piece of in-
formation re mains transformers. When the
constructor has assembled his transformer,

ETTERS FROM
EADERS

The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his correspondents
All letters must be accompanied by the name and address of the sender (not necessarily

for publication).

he will include it in a " power pack " for his
receiver and will want to prove that it is
functioning properly,; voltage and current
tests will be carried out.

The methods of taking these readings
have been stressed in PRACTICAL AND
AMATEUR WIRELESS, but a small slip a
beginner makes is this :- 250-0-250 volt
secondary ; a reading across the anodes
of the rectifying valve (full wave), will be
500 volts A.C. and not 250 volts A.C., as it
might be thought by a beginner to radio,
resulting in probable damage to their meter
through setting it at the wrong range.-
JOHN W. LEECH (Llandudno).

Station XGOY-Nanking

SIR,-In
regard to a paragraph published

in your short-wave notes of January
28th, I wish to inform you that I tuned in
the Chinese station-XGOY-quite clearly
on Sunday evening last, at 9 p.m. The
news was in English regarding the Sino-
Japanese hostilities. On signing off they
gave XGQY, - 31.5 metres, Nanking.-
EDWARD BRADLEY (WOlVeThal4t011).

A Good Log froM North London
SQIR,7-As there seems to be considerable.

interest nowadayS in seeing " what the
other fellow gets," I thought that other
readers would be interested to see my log.
I use a seven -valve commercial superhet
with various antennas. The following arc
some of the stations I have received :
W1AXA, BLO, FMP, GED, IXO, JFG,
KKC, TW, WE ; W2DX, ECR, BOA,
GIZ, GUX, HFS, HS, IXT, IXY, PP ;

1V3AIR, AXT, CRG, CZJ, DHM, DNZ,
EMM, OEZ, FGN, FJU, FSD, GWL, LN,
MD, PX ; W4AH, CDG, CYU, DCR,
EQA, EZL ; W5DEW ; W6PER ; W8GLC ;
LNW, OAL, OAR, QGW ; W9BCV, BC\V,
BDE, RUK, VXC ; FA3HC ; ON4CC, DA,
DB ; PY1FR ; PY3BX ; VE1CM, DQ, EI ;

VE2BG, CC, BE, JV ; :VE3FA ; SUlAM ;
ES5C ; I'3AP, HL, KQ, PR, SH ; F8KK ;
EI7M ; MY, FB ; ZB1L ; CT1QG, QN,
QV, PM ; YR5AA ; SM2VP ; SM5YU ;
HB9BB, BR ; and YV5ABY.

I have written to two of your corre-
spondents, namely, F. D. Drew, and Derrick
Walker, but I should be pleased to hear
from any other short-wave experimenters,
and so make a " four-way " or more of it.
I should especially like to get in touch with
any B.L.D.L.C. members in this district.-
P. L. EvERRETT (4, Clifton Road, Alexandra
Park, London, N.22).

Amateur Transmitting-the. Friendly
Spirit !

To " A Genuine Guy Still."
DEAR 0. M.-I was pleased to see that

my " sour grapes ' letter had been
accepted by you in such a friendly. spirit.
Believe me, I had no intention of implying
that, you had made a mistake in your facts,

There _is -a 'world of difference between
amateurs and " hams." You were unlucky
in' only Meeting -amateurs. I Cannot say
what the ratio is for the south, but here
in the north, amateurs who are not also
" hams " are fen- and far between. As
regards my " pet corn," V hold no brief
for the ti ansniitting world in general, hut
my expexienee has been that the " ham
spirit " is a very real thing, and I could
not allow what:I took to be a wholesale
condemnation pass without some - attempt
to state the other side of the question ;

and as for the " harsh words " with which
I did it, I think that anyone who read
both our letters will agree that it is a caseof the kettle calling the pan black ! !

Frankly, I cannot explain why the G.P.O.
grant licences to some people and refuse
them to others. I can only say that as the
G.P.O. is an organisation and not an
individual, they cannot be accused of
unfairness, especially as each licence is
judged on its merits.

As  regards junior A.A. licence holders
and qualified knowledge, A.A. licences are
issued to enable prospective full calls to
gain the necessary experience. This is
self-evident, as calls are only issued
to those with experience, and to gain
experience, legally, you must have a call.

cannot remember any technical knowledge
being required for an A.A. call. A know-
ledge of morse, even, is not necessary.

To conclude, I should like to thank the
Editor of PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRE-
LESS for his courtesy in allowing us both to
express our views, and now, as far as I
am concerned, this discussion is closed,
at least in these :pages. I, -too, regret that
it is impossible for us to meet in person,
as I certainly meant my invitation.

So, with vy 73'S es sure hpe cusn, inthe very best " ham spirit.' -NORMAN
A. L. TIMBERS (G5TR) (Rossendale, Lanes).

CUT THIS OUT EACH WEEK.

--THAT an H.F. choke may sometimes be
dispensed with in the anode circuit of a detector
valve.
-THAT in the above case the transformer
primary winding or anode resistance will pro-
vide sufficient choking effect.
-THAT an earth lead should preferably be
screened or at least prevented from touching
earthed objects until it enters the ground.
-THAT capacity between an aerial terminal
and a metal chassis can introduce signal losses.
-THAT not more than two L.F. transformers
should be employed in a straightforward
receiver.
-THAT accumulator terminals may be kept
smeared with petroleum jelly to avoid corrosion.

The Editor will be pliased to consider artielee of apractical nature suitable for publicat ion in PRACTICALAND AMATEUR WIRELESS. Such articles should bewritten on one side of the paper only, and should contain
the flume and address of the sender. Whilst the Editordoes not hold himself responsible for manuscripts, everyeffort will be made to return then, if a stamped andaddressed envelope is enclosed. All correspondence
intended for the Editor should be addressed : The Editor,
PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS, George Xewnes,Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, WOwing to the rapid progress in the design of wirelessapparatus and to one efforts to keep our readers in touchwith the latest developments, we give no warranty that
apparatus described in our columns is not the subject ofletters patent.

Copyright in all drawings,' photographs and articles
published in PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS is
specifically reserved throughout the countries signatoryto the Berne Convention and the U.S.A. Reproductionsor imitations' of any of these are therefore expresslyforbidden.

.
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Club Reports should not exceed 200 words in length
aid should, be received First Post each Monday
'mottling for publication in the following week's issue.
THE -CROYDON RADIO SOCIETY.
Headquarters : St. Peter's Hall, Ledbury Road,

S. Croydon.
Meetings : Tuesdays at 8 p.m.
Hon. Pub. Sec. : Mr. E. B. Cumbers, 14,, Campden

Road. S. Croydon.
WHEN Mr. P. G. A. H: Voigt visited the Croydon

Radio Society on Tuesday, January 31st,
standing room only resulted for late comers in St.
Peter's Hall, Ledbury Road, S. Croydon. Mr. P. G.
Clarke presided, and welcOlued the large number of
visitors, 11 -winding many readerg of PRACTICAL AND
AMATEUR WIRELESS. Mr. Volgt said we had to thank
the B.B.Q. and its transmission from Alexandra Palace
for a source of better quality. - On the ultra -short
waves used, of course, the frequencies were considerably
extended up the spectrum. Of no little interest to the
society as a quality seeker was Mr. Voigt's corrector
circuit, situated 'in the loudspeaker's speech circuit.
He did think that his method, which was fully discussed
on the blackboard, was a better solution for top -note
cutting than the "knob marked mellow" beloved
by some set Manufacturers. -

Nor were members disappointed with results, as on
the television sound transmission, the reproduction
was extraordinarily lifelike and brilliant. Quality
on medium waves was well Op to Mr. Voigt's own
standard,- and the meeting noticed the improved top
response 'tine to his new twin diaphragm. Many
records were played, particularly interesting being a
recording by -Mr. Stuart Davies of Sir Thomas Beecham
conducting the London Symphony Orchestra in the
Davis Cinema, Croydon. Next Tuesday, February
214' the Milliard Wireless Service Co., Ltd., will
lecture on the lhtest valve -and television developments.

RADIO, PHYSICAL AND TELEVISION SOCIETY.
Headquarters : 72A, North End Road, West Ken

sington, W.14.
Meetings Friday, evenings at 8.15 p.m. -

Han. Sec.: C. W. Edmans, 15, Cambridge Road,
North Harrow, MiddleSex.
ON Friday, February 3rd. Mr. Wilkins, of The

Automatic Coil Winder and Electrical Equ prima'
Co., --Ltd. lectured on " Electrical Measuring Instrn-
ments." JIM course of Mr. Wilkins' lecture
particulars were given of many instruments, partitular
attention being  paid to, methods of protecting
instruments against accidental overloads either by
means of fuses or by mechanical devices, such as are
employed with the well-known Type 7 Avometer.
Details were given of methods of valVe-testing, and
of the difficulties encountered in the design of an
instrument- capable. of testing all makes of moder
valves.. _A, new. type . of ohmmeter which had been on
show at the recent Physical Societ y's Exhibition, but
which was not yet on the market, was also described.
This small and relatively cheap little instrument works
on an entirely new- principle, and is designed for
measuring contact resistances, and other resistances
of extremely low value.

Forthcoming events include lectures by repre-
sentatives of The Marconiphone Company, Ltd.,
Milliard Wireless Service Co.., -Ltd., and Messrs.
Negretti mid Zambra.

Further particulars
hen. secretary.

may be obtained from the

THE EAST SURREY SHORT-WAVE CLUB.
Headquarters : 111, Station Road, Redhill, Surrey.
Meetings: Alternate. Thursdays, 8 p.m.
Hon. Sec.: Mr. Leslie Knight (G5LE).

ON January 19th, GUI' gave a talk and demon-
stration of his -borne-recording apparatus.

After making one or two individual records, all
members present were invited to attempt to make a
general record, which when replayed caused great
amusement.

The General Discussion night of .February 2nd,
although attended by only a dozen or so members,
was not lacking in enthusiasm ;. various problems
were raised, many of which contained extremely
interesting points.

The club, which is nearing  its first birthday, now
boasts of sixteen fully-lieensedtransmitters, and seven
A.A.'s.
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1- IMPORTANT BROADCASTS
I. .

OF THE WEEK.
I NATIONAL (261.1 in. and 1,500 in.) Thursday, February 16th. Orchestral pro- i

i Wednesday, February 15a. -Symphony gramme, from: the Royal Exeter Hotel, 1

Concert: front. ,Queen's Hall,- London. Bournemouth. , .. - -- , -
r Thursday, February 16th. -Military Band Friday, February 1766. -Western, Maga- 1

I-
programme.- -1- mine.

.

,.. February -17th,.-Alanozi, an opera Saturday, February 18th. _Table -Tennis : .1.Friday,
I- ' by J. MaSsenet. -

West of England Championshipa cam.
SatiiidaY; February 18th. -Music Hell.. mentary on Part of the finals by Ralph

-i REGIONAL (342.1 ni.) Rossiter, from the Palace Hotel, Torquay.
Wedneday, February 15111. -Drama at WELSH (373.1 m.) - .

I Daizentry by Neil Titson-, from Midland Wednesday; February 1.5th.-Motets- and I
i (Broadcast in November, 1938). Anthems : Cardiff Musical Society from 1 -

Thursday, February 16(h.-TheHasIewood Llandaff Cathedral. . !
I - Diamond, a plaj for the radio by Arthur Thursday, February 16th.-T1ie Haslewood. i

Watkyzi; from Welsh. Diamond, a play for the radio by Arthur i
Friday, February 171h. -Theatre Royal, Watk,yn. I

1 Cheltenham, a page of theatrical" history, Friday, February 171h. -Amenity Maketh i
i. 1753-1539, specially written for broad- - Man, oz. Background is as Background i
! casting by' Wilfrid Rooke - Ley, from- does. an -address at a meeting of the I

1 -Midland (First broadcast .on  January Cardiff Business Club.
_

I
i 5th, 1938). - ' Saturday, February, 18th. -Orchestra con-
.! Saturday,_ February 13th. -The Siege, an, cert. . I

1 incident of the Spanish Civil War, by NORTHERN (449.1 tn.) I

..
i Geoffrey Moss.

. Wednesday, February 15th. -7 -.Slices of Life, i
. MIDLAND (297.2 in.) by Mary Duty. - -  - . . . ..!

I 'Wednesday, February 15th. -Drama at Thursday,  February 16th. --- Northern I
.- Daventry by NeilTuson (Broadcast in jMusic Hall :, Variety from the Savog

..7.. November, 1938),* ' ' .- Theatre. Scunthorpe.
.

- II Thursday, FebruarY1611Midland Maya- Friday, February 171h. -Programme of
zing, Febz vat y Nantbel . music by William Shield.

,.° Friday, February 17th. -Theatre Royal, Saturday, February 181h. -Northern Choral 1
Cheltenham, a page of theatrical history, Singing, Maki Ladies' Choir, Stockport. 1

i 178371839; specially written for broad- SCOTTISH (391.1 tn.) i
casting - by Wilfrid Rooke Ley (First Wednesday, February 15t -h. -An Evening's

$ broadcast on January 5th, 1938)..Concert (in Gaelic).
i Saturday, February 181h. -Sport- in the Thursday, February 16th. -Orchestral pro- i

Midlands. gramme.
WEST OF ENGLAND (285.7 m.) Friday, February 17th. -Pipe Band.

I Wednesday, February 15th. -Made in the Saturday, February 18th. -Scottish, Dance j
West -3, Cornish Pilchards. Music.
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YEAR fR°Nig

Three hundred and sixty-five days
from now -where will you be ?

Still struggling along in the same old job
at the same old salary -worried about the
future -often unable to make rbOth ends
meet ? Still putting off your start to success
-frittering away precious hours that will
never conic again ?

Don't do it, man -don't do it ! There's
no greater tragedy than that of the man who
stays sunk in a rut all his life, when With
just a little effort he could get out of it and
advance.

There are thousands of successful, pros-
perous men in every business and industry
who owe much of their success to the Inter-
national Correspondence Schools. They
refesed to be beaten by lack of training.

They found that the LC.S. offered them
comprehensive yet simplified Instruction
Manuals prepared by outstanding authorities,
together with personal guidance and expert
understanding tuition.

That wonderful I.C.S. Service, which has
led the field in training by post for nearly
5o years, can do for you ,what it has done for
others.

Write to us to -day for full inform-
ation or use the attached coupon.

COUPON FOR FREE BOOKLET

INTERNATIONAL
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS LTD.

Dept. 94, International Buildings,
Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

Pleasesend me free booklet describing I.C.S. Colirsesin
the subject. 1 have marked X. I assume n0 obligation.

RADIO ENGINEERING RADIO
RADIO SERVICING TELEVISION

Also
ACCOUNTANCY
ADVERTISING
AERONAUTICAL ENG.
AGRICULTURE
AIR CONDITIONING
ARCHITECTURE
BOOK-KEEPING
WILDING
BUSINESS TRAINING
CHEMICAL ENG.
COMMERCIAL ART
CIVIL ENGINEERING
DIESEL ENGINEERING
DRAUGHTSMANSHIP
ELECTRICAL ENG.

GENERAL EDUCATION
HORTICULTURE
INSURANCE
JOURNALISM
MECHANICAL ENG.
MOTOR ENGINEERING
SALESMANSHIP
SANITARY ENG.
SECRETARIAL WORK
SHORT -STORY WRITING
SURVEYING
TEXTILE MANUF'G
WINDOW DRESSING
WOODWORKING
WORKS MANAGEMENT

EXAMINATIONS :
Technical, Professional, Civil Service, Matriculation
(including Inst. Wireless Tech., P.M.G. Certif. for
Wireless Operators, City and Guilds Radio COMM,
and Prov. Certif. in Radio Telephony and Telegraphy
for Aircraft).

State your Exam. here

Name Age . .

Address

Greatest, largest and most
famous of all institutions
devoted to spare -time train-
ing by the postal method.
Branches in 3o countries,
students in 5o.. ICS
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LATEST PATENT N KWS
Group Abridgments can be obtained from the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, London,W.C.2, either sheet by sheet as issued on payment of a subscription of Si. per Group Volume or inbound volumes price 2s. each.

TELEVISION.-Baird Television, Ltd., and
Jones, V. A. No. 495331.
Line synchronizing pulses are derived by

frequency multiplication at 2, 4, front a
source. 1 while frame impulses aro derived
from source 1 without frequency multiplica-,tion ; due to the circuits 3, 5, (e.g. band-
pass filters), the time of inception of the
first Iine pulse will be different from that
of the first frame pulse and this difference
will vary with variation of frequency of the
source L Such variation is prevented by

3 -4 -5 --
Lu]-

. Fig. I.

the introduction of a circuit 6 whose time
delay varies with frequency in the 'same
degree as that of circuits 3 and 4 combined.
The circuit 6 is preferably a band-pass filter
identical in configuration with the filters
3, 5, and the- reciprocal of its percentage
band -width is equal to the sum of the

reciprocals of the percentage 'band -widths
of the filters 3, 5 (Fig. 1). Specification
479935 is referred to.

VARIABLE CONDENSERS ; SOLDERING.
-Naamlooze Vennootschap Philips'
Gloielampenfabrieken. No. 494491.
An electrode, for a variable condenser,

adapted for longitudinal - movement, is
made by causing
a resilient metal 4 4
strip to engage
along one edge
in a matrix or
jig suitably
recessed, the
other edge being
secured to, for
example, a disc
by soldering. In
the example, a 41
jig is formed
by winding
about a core 3, F'g. 2.

NEW PATENTS
These particulars of New Patents of interest

to readers have been selected from the Official
Journal of Patents and are published by per-
mission of the Controller of H.M. Stationery
Office. The Official Journal of Patents can
be obtained from the Patent Office, 25, South-
ampton Buildings, London, W.C.2, price is.
weekly (annual subscription £2 los.).

Latest Patent Applications.
1998.-Baird Television, Ltd., and

Tingley, G. R.-Magnetic deflecting
means for electron -discharge 'de-
vices. January 20. -

1997.-Baird Television, Ltd., and
Nuttall, T. C.-Circuit arrangements
for television, etc., systems. Janu-
ary 20.

2546C-Cole, Ltd., E. K., and Martin,
A. W.-Tuning arrangements for
radio -receivers. January 25.

2513.-Edwards, J. W. H., - and Cole-
man, H. G. M.-Regenerative radio-,
receivers. January 25.

2528.-Ehrenberg, W.-Cathpdes for
electron -discharge devices. Janu-
ary 25.

2649.-Jones, W., and Pye, Ltd.-
Television, etc., systems. Janu-
ary 25.

2175.-Philco- Radio and Television
Corporation.-Push-button volume
control device for radio -receiving
sets. January 21.

I940.-Pye, Ltd., and Dalgleish, J. W.
, -System of range -finding, etc.

January 19.

2374.-Taylor, H. C.-Radio-receivers.
January 24.

Specifications Published.
499132.-Radioakt. -Ges. D. S. Loewe.

Band -filter coupling circuit for
television amplifiers.

499028.-Wallace and. Tiernan Pro-
ducts Inc., ---Radio signalling sys-
tems.

498927.-Marconi's Wireless Telegraph
Co., Ltd. Rust, N. M,, and Hills,
E. F..--,-Timing-control systems for
radio receivers and the like.

498945.-General Electric Cog Ltd.,
and Espley, D. 0.-Apparatus for
the transmission of television and
the like:

499080.-Naamlooze Vennootschap
Philips' Gloeilampenfabrieken.-
Wireless receiving -sets.

499108.-Naandooze- Vennootschap
Philips' Gloeilampenfabrieken.-
Apparatus, such as radio receivers,
for converting acoustically -modu-
lated oscillations into sound
oscillations.

499359.-Naamlooze Vennootschap
Philips' Gloielampenfabrieken
Radio receiving apparatus com-
prising means for facilitating tuning.
(Addition to 418858).

Printed copies of the full Published
Specifications may be obtained from the
Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings,

.

London, W.C.2, at the uniform price of
is. each.

****

A COMPLETE
  Mt  ten. v v o .0. 0, t .  n..,

LIBRARY OF STANDARD WORKS.
By F. J. CAMM.

WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR'S ENCYCLOP/EDIA 5/-, by post 5/6.
EVERYMAN'S WIRELESS BOOK 3/6, by post 3/10.
TELEVISION and SHORT-WAVE HANDBOOK 3/6, by post 4/-.
' SIXTY TESTED WIRELESS CIRCUITS 2/6, by post 2/10.
WIRELESS COILS, CHOKES and TRANSFORMERS awl HOW TO

MAKE THEM 2/6, by post 2/10.
PRACTICAL WIRELESS SERVICE MANUAL 5/-, by post 5/6.
WIRELESS TRANSMISSION FOR AMATEURS 2/6, by post 2/10.
WORKSHOP CALCULATIONS, TABLES & FORMULA 3/6, by post 3/10.
PRACTICAL MECHANICS HANDBOOK 6/-, by post 6/6

MI obtainable from or through Newsagents or from Geo. Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton St., Strand, W.C.2...... ...... ....

strips 1, 2 of differing width. Into the re-
cesses thus formed on both sides, strips
4, 41 are engaged to form spirals which
can be secured by applying a disc 5 with
a solder face 6 and heating. -(Fig. 2.)
PROJECTION SCREENS.-Weinreb, If.

(Kudar, H.). No. 493337.
A projected picture such as a television

image is viewed in a room lit by sources
1, 5 (Fig. 3) emitting light of selected wave-
lengths, and filters absorbing such wave-
lengths are incorporated in the projection -

5N1

Fig. 3.
screen or are interposed between the observer
and the screen. The lamps 1, 5 emit yellow
and blue light and the screen 7 comprises a
frosted mirror of glass containing neody-
mium-dor didymium behind a yellow filter 8.
If the sources emit red or blue light, filters
containing rare earths of the yttrium
group are used, e.g. holmium, erbium,
thalium. Specification 450513 is referred to.

TELEVISION IN THE
PROVINCES

THE large provincial cities are certainly
taking this television question seriously

and anticipating the day :when they will
have their own service of signals within
range of their own boundaries. For
example, it has just been learned that in
Manchester a new hotel costing over half
a million pounds is being planned for
erection soon. Not content with providing
all the usual . conveniences and comforts

_ at reasonable prices, the architects state
that every room will have a telephone and
cloakroom, and be wired for radio and
television. Guests will therefore be able
to look in and listen in to any trans-
missions which come within range of the
receiving equipment installed in a con-
venient position, generally on the roof of
the building. So far as is known no hotel
in this country has taken steps. to install
a television distribution system, although
many blocks of modern flats in London
include television plug points as one of
the amenities for prospective tenants. A
main aerial and receiving set connected
to a distribution amplifier ensures that at
each plug termination signal strength is
adequate to, operate a normal forth of
television -receiver. In Germany they -have
gone one stage farther for flat working.
One company has developed a scheme-.
whereby in each suite of rooms points arc
provided which serve a similar purpose
to loudspeaker extensions. Just as it is
possible to plug in, a loudspeaker in any
room, leaving the main receiving set in
one -fixed position, so a television picture
unit is provided which is shorn of almost
all equipment except for a cathode-ray
tube and loudspeaker: For this to be done
satisfactorily the signal distributing cableis of a very complex and expensive charac-ter, for it must furnish line and frame
scanning potentials, power feeds tb the
cathode-ray tube, an E.H.T. supply, aswell as vision and sound signals, at  a
sufficiently high level to modulate both the
cathode-ray tube and loudspeaker effec-tively. This is by no means an easy
matter, but it was devised with the object
of providing tenants of the rooms with
television pictures at a low cost.
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011ERIES
NQIIIRIES

Push-pull Grid Bias
"I have constructed a set in which I

propose to use a pair of Hivae PX.230 valves
in Class A push-pull, supplying them with
150 volts from an H.T. unit. I should
be glad if you would advise me regarding
what amount of G.B.-voltage should be
used with these valves. According to the
valve data sheet they require 15 volts
negative at 150 volts for a single valve.
Novi I have been informed that for push-
pull working this should be halved to 71
volts only. Will you tell me if this is
correct ? If not, what is the right bias
to give ? "-T. W. B. (Plymouth). -

WHEN battery valves are employed
in a Class A push-pull circuit,

with battery bias, the same voltage is
required as that needed for the single
valves. Thus, in your case you should
apply 15 volts. If, however, you use a
split secondary push-pull input trans-
former, you can modify the bias slightly
for each Valve so as to balance the anode
current, but it is incorrect to state that
only half the bias is needed for, push-pull
working. Your informant has probably
become confused with automatic biasing
arrangements, where a single bias resistor
is employed and thus the anode current
of both valves will be flowing through
the resistance thus calling for a modifica-
tion in the resistance value.

Increasing Voltage
" I would be very much obliged if you

could tell me what type of rectifier to use
when you step up from 6 volts to 120 volts."
-C. G. (Falkirk).

YOUR query is not very explicit, but
in its simplest form all that is

necessary to increase 6 volts to 120 volts
is to use a step-up transformer. This can,
however, only be done where the 6 -volt
supply is A.C. and you cannot transform
D.C. If, therefore, you wish to obtain
H.T. at 120 volts from a .6 -volt D.C.
source it will be necessary first to convert
the D.C. into A.C. (or pulsating D.C.)

w. and then transform it, afterwards rectify-
ing it again to obtain a smoothed D.C.
for H.T. purposes. It is possibly this idea
which you have in mind and a special
vibratory rectifier for the purpose is then
used. Messrs. Bulgin can supply this upon
receipt, of details concerning the current
requirements. -

Chassis Materials
" Would you please advise me on the

comparative merits of aluminium, brass
and copper (sheet) respectively as covering
for the wood baseboard and front panel of
(a) a short-wave receiver, and (b) a two -
valve transmitter? "-H. G. C. (Notting-
ham).

OF the materials mentioned copper is
the most efficient, but is more

expensive and not so easy to " work" as
aluminium. Brass would not , be as
satisfactory as either the aluminium or
copper and therefore we suggest the

' aluminium as being the most suitable
for all ordinary purposes.

One -valve Transmitter
" I wonder if I could use a ' Home

Broadcaster ' mike in place of your recom-
mended component in the one-val1e battery
transmitter. If so, would the connections
from the mike be to the crystal and valve
as in the circuit ? Also, what would be
the best type of L.F. choke in this set ? "-
F. H. (Dublin).

YOU could use the microphone in
question, and if this has a built-in

transformer, then the output should be
taken to the two points normally connected

fiND0419.0.00411641.111=0114MINNE1.141111.1411111141.0.1.NMENNI01.04111M1

RULES
We wish to draw the reader's attention to -the
fact that the Queries Serxice is intended only I
for the solution of problems or difficulties
arising from the construction of receivers
described in our pages, from articles appearing
in our pages, or on general wireless matters.
We regret that we cannot, for obvious reasons-

(1) Supply circuit diagrams of complete
multi -valve receivers,

(2) Suggest alterations or modifications of
receivers described in our contem-
poraries.

(3) Suggest alterations or modifications to
commercial receivers.

(4) Answer queries over the telephone.
(3) Grant interviews to querists.
A stamped addressed envelope must be

enclosed for the reply. All sketches and
drawings which are sent to us should bear
the name and address of the sender.

Requests for Blueprints must not be enclosed
with queries as they are dealt with by a
separate department.
Send your queries to the Editor, PRACTICAL AND
AMATEIIR. WIRELESS, George Newnes, Ltd., Tower
House, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.Q.

The Coupon must be enclosed with every query.

I

NWNIAMSINr

to the secondary of the transformer in the
circuit, as shown. The choke required
is the Varley J.P. 11.

Accumulator Charging
" The mains here are D.C. and I wish

to charge my accumulator. Is it true that
by putting a lamp in series with the accumu-
lator it will charge, and if so, which does
the lamp go between-negative or positive.
Also, which is it that bubbles when placed
in water ? "-A. W. (Norwich).
TT is quite in order to utilise your D.C.
I mains for charging, providing a lamp
of the same mains voltage is in series with
the leads to the accumulator. For most
satisfactory results an ammeter should
be included in series to ascertain the current
which is flowing. When testing mains
polarity with the leads in water a lamp
should be included in the live lead to avoid
the risk of a short-circuit, and the negative
lead will give rise to the bubbles.

Battery Short-circuit
" Please can you tell me- the cause of

my H.T. battery and accumulator running
away so quickly ? The battery is 120 volts
purchased only two weeks ago and is
now finished, and the accumulator only
lasts about three days. The set is three or
two valves (detector and two L.F.). The
grid battery is quite in order."-F. C.

(Glasgow, S.E.1.).

583

TT would appear that there is a short-
". circuit in some part of the receive':
and this may be confirmed by connect'
a milliammeter in the H.T. negative 1 I.
This will give the total current fio,,
and you can then compare this with thh
total of the valves and thus ascertalu
whether there is an additional drain on th
battery. A stage -by -stage test will be
necessary to locate the source of the
trouble but we suspect a faulty by-pass
condenser or crossed leads. If all the vale(
are removed there should be no current
reading on the meter and no current
should be taken from the accumulator.

Volume Control and Superhet
" I have a superhet with double -diode -

triode secondary detector and -L.F. circuit
and, unfortunately, there is no provision
for pick-up connections. I have tried my
pick-up joined to the grid circuit of the
output pentode, but this gives insufficient
amplification. What fs the simplest way
of adding it to the set to get more_amplifiea-
tion without altering the wiring too much ? "
-H. E. (Perth).

NO doubt the receiver is provided with
a volume control Which is connected

so that the arm of the control is joined to
the grid of the triode section ofalie
valve. In that case the simv_est way of
adding the pick -Up is to jein it across the
volume control. If there is no Such control
the pick-up may be joined to the grid
circuit of the triode section.

I,

\-,< =
g'ho following replies to queries
are given in abbreviated form
either because of non-compliance

with ourrules, or because the point raised is not of general
interest.

H. B. (Beckenham). We recommend the Record
All -Wave Three, and parts may be obtaihed from
Messrs. Pete -Scott.

J. R. (Glasgow). We have not taken over any
details, and as the paper is no longer published we regret
that we are unable to assist you.

E. M. L. (Repton). The gauge is SS S.W.G., but it
appears to be a special resistance wire, probably nickel -
chrome. Write to Messrs. Bulgin who may be able to
supply a replacement.

M. S. (Liverpool, 21). There is no blueprint, but
the coil connections are quite standard, and you should
experience no difficulty. Any good choke may be
used.

P. N. (Richmond). The valve is a standard S.G.
component, with anode at the top and the side terminal
is the' cathode connection.

W. W. S. (E.7). We suggest you follow the articles
which we published each week in these pages, and
perhaps also obtain the " Wireless Constructor's
Encyclopalia."

A. R. W. (Ashford). Three valves in an S.G.
detector L.F. combination should be perfectly satis-
factory. Mains apparatus may prove, ultimately, to
be cheaper to maintain, but this depends upon how
much you have to pay for electricity.

A. H. (8.E.9). The meter could be used with any
receiver, even a one-valver.

R. B. (Grantham). The device in question was for
restoring cabinets and not for use with a pick-up. You
will find a circuit for your purpose in the article in this
issue on Home Recording.

S. W. C. (Chelmsford). We cannot recommend one
of our sets to build from the parts in question. One of
the receivers now being described for the use of old
parts may, however, meet your requirements.

W. S. (Crayford). You can use any good commercial
coil in tire set. We suggest a Bulgin C.69.

E. B -D. (S.W.11). We are unable to send the prints,
but the Pyramid one-valver should meet your require-
ments. A dry battery could be used but would need
frequent replacement. Forty volts is a little on the
low side, but may prove suitable in your particular
case.
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The coupon on page iii of cover must
be attached to every query.
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BLUEPRINT SERVICE
PRACTICAL WIRELESS No. of

Bide of Jesus. Blueprint
CRYSTAL SETS.

.Blueprints, 6d. each.
1937 Crystal Receiver . - PW71The " Junior " Crystal Set .. 27.8.33 PW94

STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated.One -Valve : Blueprints, is. each.
Alt -wave Unipen (Pentode) - PW31ABeginner's One-valver 19.2.38 PW85The " Pyramid " One-valver (11F

Pen) 27.8.33 PW93Two -valve : Blueprints, is. each.
Fonr-range Super Mag Two (D, I'en) - PW36BThe -Signet Two (D & LF) . a. 21.9.38 PW70Three -valve : Blueprints, is. each.
The LongLrango 'Express Three

(SG, D, Pen). .. .. 24.4.37 P\\'"_SelectoneB LL'Three (D, 2 L
(Trans))

Sixty Shilling Three (D, 2 LT
(13C & Trans)) PW34ALeader Three (SG, D, Pow) .. 22.5.37 PW:15

11.1i Peu,
P\\'37AllPentode Three (

Summit Three (BF Pen, D, Pen)
(Pen), Pen) .. 20.5.37 PW39Hall -mark Three (MG, D, Pow) .. 12.0.37 PW41Tlall-mark Cadet (D, LF, Pen

,(110)) 16.3.35 PW48F. J. Caftan's Silver Souvenir (III
Pen, 1) (Pen), Pen) (All -wave
Three) .. .. 13.4.35 PW49Cenet ,Midget (1)., 2 LF (Trans)) June '35 PM1Cameo :Midget. Three (D, 2 LF
(Trans)) .. PW5119:30 Sonotone THree-Four (TIP
Pen, HF Pen, Westector, Pen) - PW53Battery All-Wevp Three (D, 2 LP
(RC)) - PlY55The Monitor OM Pen, D, Pen) .. PW61The Tutor Three (HP Pen, 1), Pen) 21.3.36 PNI63The Centaur Three (SG, D, P) .. 14.8.37 PW61F. J. Camm's Record All -Wave
Three (HF Pen, D, Pen) .. 31.10.33 PWGOThe " Colt " All -Wave Three (D,
2 LF (1W & Trans)) .18.2.39 PW72The " Ranide " Straight :3 (D,
2 LF (1W & T(ams)) 4,12.37 PW82F. J. Camin's Oracle All -Wave
Three (HP, Dot, Pen) 28.8.37 2W78.1038 " Trihand " All -Wave Three
(UT Pen, D, Pen) 22.1.33 PNV84F. J. .Canam's "Sprite" Three
(HT Pen, 1), To 26.3.33- PW87The " Hurricane " All -Wave Three
(SG, 3) (Pen), Pen) .. 30.4.33 PW89F. -J. Ctunie's " Push -Button "
Three (IIF Pen, D (Pen), Tel.) 3.0.33 PWO2Four -valve : Blieprints, is. each.

Sonotone Four (SG, D, LT, 1.5.37 PW4Fury Four (2 SG, D, Pen) .. 8.5.37 PW 11Beta Universal Four (SG, D, LF,
PW17Nucleon Class B Four (SG, 1),

(SG), LF, CI.B) 6.1.34 PW34BFury Four Super-X8G, SG, D, Pen) - PW34CBattery Hall -Mark 4 (11F Pen,
D, Push -Pull) PW46F. J. Canon's " Limit " All -Wave
Four (11P Pen, LF, .. 26.0.36 PW67All -Wave " COrona " 4 (UF Pen,
D, Pow 9.10.37 PW79f' Acme " All -Wave 4 (11F Pen, D
(Pen), LP, Cl. B) 12.2.33 PW83The " Admiral " Four (Ille Pen,
UP Pen, D, Pen (RC)).. 3.0.38 PW99

Mains Operated.
Two -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.
A.C. Twin (D (Pen), Pen)
A.C.-D.C. Two. (SO, Pow)
Selectone A.C. Radiogram Two

(1), Pow)
Thretk-valve : Blueprints, ls. each.
Double -Diode -Triode Three (Ulf

Pen, DDT, Pen)
D.C. Ace (SG, D, Pen) .

A.C. Three (80, I), l'en) ...
A.C. Leader (HF Pen, D, Pow) ..
D.C. Premier (HF Pen, 1), Pen) 31.3.31
Ubique (UT Pen, D (Pen), Pen).. 23.7.31
Armada Mains Three (Ills Pen, D,

Pen) . , ..
F. J. Canon's A.C. All -Wave Silver

Souvenir Three(IIF Pen, D, Pen)) 11.5.35
" All -Wave " A.C. Three (D, 2

(ItC)).. -
A.C. 1930 Sonotone (I1F Pen, 111?

Pen, Westcetor, Ten) .. -ruins Record All -Wave 3 (UP
Pen, D, Pond . 5.12.36

All -World Ace (HF Pen. 1), Pen) 23.8.37
Four -valve : Bldeprints, ls. each.
A.C. Fury Four (SG, SG, D, Pen) -
11.0.1Fury Four Super (SG, SG, D,

Pen) .. -A.C. lien -Mark (11F Pen, D,
Push -Pull) 24.7.37

Universal Hall -Mark IIP Pen, D,
Push -Pull) 9.2.35

A.C. All -Wave Corona Four 0.11.37

PW10

PW 13
rw3.1

PW19

PW23
PAN25
PW20

P\1'350
P W35B
PW:36A

 PW33

PAN' 50

PW54

PW50

PW70
PWSO

I'W20

PW3 ID

PW45

PW47
P\\'81

SUPERHETS.
Battery Sets : Blueprints, is. each.
£5 Superhet (Three -valve) 5.0.37F. J. Camas 2 -valve Superhet , . 13.7.35F. J. Camas £4 Superhet

7: Canon's " Vitesse " All -Waver (5-valver) .. 27.2.37Mains Sets Blueprints, 1s. each.
A.C. £5 Superhet (Three -valve) ..
D.C. £5 Superhet (Three -valve) ..Universal £5 Superhet (Three -valve) ..
F. 3. Carom's A.C. £4 Superhet 4
F. J. Canon's Universal £4 Super -het -4 .. ." Qualitone " Universal Four .. 16.1.37Four -valve : Double -sided Blueprint, is. 6d.Push -Button 4, Battery Model

9Push -43u t ton 4, A.C.Mains Model -2 10 '33

SHORT-WAVE SETS.One -valve : Blueprint, Is.
staple S.W. One-valver
Two -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.
Midget Short-wave Two (1), Pen)The " Fleet " Short-wave Two(D (HT Pen), Pen)
Three -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.
Experimenter's Short-wave Three

(SG, D, Pow) ..
The Prefect 3 (D, 2 LF (RC andTrans))
The Baud -Spread S.W. Three

(HF Pen, D (Pen), Pen) ..
PORTABLES.

Three -valve : Blueprints, 1s: each.P. J. Canines ELF Three -valve
Portable (HT Pen, D, Pen) ..Parvo Flyweight Midget Port-able (SG, D, Pen) .. 19.6.37Four -valve : Blueprint, 1s.

" Imp " Portable 4 (1), LT, LI',Pen) , .
. 19.3.33

MISCELLANEOUS.
S.W. Converter -Adapter valve) -

1.12.31

31.7.37

9.4.38

27.8.33

30.7.38

7.8.37

1.10.33

PW40
1'W52
1'W58

PW75

PW43
PW42

PW41
PW09

PW60
PW73

PW35

PW88

PW33A 

PW91

PW30A

P W63

rwos

These Blueprints are drawn full size.
Copies of appropriate issues containing descriptions ofthese sets can in some eases be supplied at the followingprices, tekieh are additional to the cost of Ike Blueprint. Adash before the Blueprint Number indicates that the issueis out of print.
Issues of Practical Wireless .. 4d. Post Paid,

Amateur Wireless 4d.
Practical Mechanics .. 71d.Wireless Magarine 1)3

The index letters which precede the Blueprint Numberindicate the periodical in ',Melt the description appearsThus PAIL refers to PRACTICAL WIRELESS, A.W. to Antall,-Wirelos, P.M. to Practical Mechanics, .M. toMagazine.
Send (preferably) a postal order to cover the cost of theblueprint and the issue (eremite over ad. tmacceptable) toPRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS Blueprint Dept..George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street,

Strand, W.C.2.

Mains Operated.
Two -valve : Blueprints, is. each.
ColisOclvtric Two (1), Peu) A.C.
Economy A.C. Two (1),Trans) A.C.
17nicorn A.C.-D.C. Two (D, Pen)
Thiee-valve : Blueprints, ts. each.
Home Lover's New All-eleetrie

Three (SO, D, Trans) A.C.
Mantovani A.C. Three (11F, Pen,

D, Pen) -£15 15s. 1936 A.C. Radiogram
(HF, D, Pen) . . Jun. '36

Four -valve : Blueprints, is. 6d. each.
All Metal Four (2 SG, D, Pen) .. July'33Harris' Jubilee Radiogram (KT

Pen, D, LF, P) May '35

SUPERHETS.
Battery Sets : Blueprints, 1s. 6d. each.Modern Super Senior .. .. -'Varsity Four Oc/. '35
The Request All -Waver June '361935 Super Five Battery(Superhet) -Mains Sets : Blueprints, is. 6d. each.
Heptode Super Three A.C. Slay '34PW65  WM." Radiogram. Super A.C.

I'W77

1,W.86

PW-18A.

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS MAGAZINE
CRYSTAL GETS.

Blueprints, 6d. each.
Four -station Crystal Set .. 23.7.38 AW4271934. Crystal Set .. AW444150 -mile Crystal Set .. - AW450

STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated.
One -valve : Blueprints, ls. each.
B.B.C. Special One-Vnlver
Twenty -station Loudspeaker One-

valver (Class B)  
Two -valve : Blueprints, 1s. each.
Melody Ranger Two (D, Trans)..
Full-volumeTWb (SG dot, Pen) ..
Lucerne Minor (D, Pen)
A Modern Two-valver
Three -valve : Blueprints, is. each.
Class 13 Three (D, Trans. Class B)
New Britain's Favourite Three

(D, Trans, Class B) .. 15.7.33
Fan and Family Three (D, Trans,

Class B) 25.11.33£5 5s. 5.0.3 (SG, D, Trans) .. -2.12.33
Lucerne Ranger (SG, D. Trans.) .. -£5 Gs. Three : De Luxe Version

(SG, D, Trans) 19.5.31
Lucerne Straight Three (D, RC,

Trans) '
Transportable Three ,SG, D, Pen) -
Simple -Tune Three (SG, D, Pen).. June '33
Economy -Pentode Three (SG, D,

(Pen) Oct. '33" W.M." 1934 Standard Tinto
(SG, D, Pen)

£3 Is. Three (SO, D, Trans) .. Mar.'31
1935 £8 6s. Battery Three (SG, D,

PTP Three (Pen, D. Pen) . -
Certainty Three (SG, D, Pen) ..
Minitube Three (SO. D, Trans) . Oct. '35
All -Wave Winning Three (SG, D,

(Pen) -
Four -valve : Blueprints, is. Gd. each.
65s. Pour (SG, D. RC, Trans) ..
211F Four (2 SG, D, Pen) -
Self-contained Four (SG, U. LF,

Class B) .. Aug. '33
Lucerne Straight Four (SO, D,

LF, Trans) . . -
£5 5s. Battery Four (HF, D, 2 LF) Feb. '35
The H.B. Four (SG. SO. I), Pen).. Mar. '35
The Auto Straight Four (UT Pen,

HF Pen, DDT, Pen) Apr. '36
Five -valve : Blueprints, is. 6d. each.
Super -quality Five (2 IiT, D, 1W,

Trans) ..
Class B Quadraclyne (2 SG, D, LF,

Class 13) ..
New Class B Five (2 SG, D,

Class B)

AW337

AW440

WM350
W31381.
W31381

WM404

PORTABLES.
Four -valve : Blueprints, Is..fid. each.
Midget Class B Portable (SG, D,

LT, Class B) 20.5.33Holiday Portable (SG, D, LT,
Class B)

Family Portable (HF, D, 110,
Trans) _

Two ILK Portable (2 SG, D,
QP21)

Tyers portable (SO, D, 2 Trans) ..

A W403
NY M2sn
NY 51394

AW383

W31374

W3I401

WM320

W31380

W31375
\1' 11395
WM407
W31370

W31:359
WM360

AW389

AWNS

AW447

W31363
1V:31367

SHORT-WAVE SETS-Battery Operated.One -valve : Blueprints, ls. each.
S.W. One-valver for America _ 15.10,38 AW420Rome Short-waYer .. .. - AW452Two -valve : Blueprints, is. each.
tiltra-short Battery Two (SO dot.,

Pen) .. .. .. .. Feb. '36 \S M-1112Home-made Coil Two (1), Pen) .. - AW440Three -valve : Blueprints, is. each.
World -ranger Short-wave 3 (D,AW388 RC, Trans) .. .. .. - AW355AW392 Experimenter's 5 -metre Set (DiAW426 Trans, Super-regen) .. .. 30.6.34 AW438W31109 Experimenter's Short -waver (SG,D, Pen) .. .. .. .. Jan. 19,'35 AW403AW386 The Carrier Short -waver (SG, D, 1') July '35 WIII390Four -valve : Blueprints, is. 6d. each.AW304 A.W. Short-wave Wortd-Beater

(HF Pen, U. 13C. Trans) .. - AW436AW410 Empire Short -waver (SG, D, RC,AW412 Trans) .. .. .. .. - WM313AW422 Standard Four-valver Short-waver(SG, D, LF, I') .. - .. .. Mar. '35 WM383AW435 Superhet : Blueprint, ls. 6d.
Simplified Short-wave Super .. Nor. '35 W51397

Mains Operated.
Two -valve : Blueprints, is. each.
Two -valve Mains Short-waver (D,

WM337 Pen) A.C. . . - .. .. - AW453" W.31." Band -spread Short-waverw0351 (D, Pen) A.C.-D.C. .. .. - W31368W3I354 " W.M." Long -wave Converter .. - 'WM380Three -valve : Blueprint, Is.wion Emigrator (SC, D, Peu) 4.0. . , - WM352w31380 Four -valve : Blueprint, is. 6d.
WM393 Standard Four -valve, A.C. Short -
\1'5139t) waver (SG, D, RC, Trans) .. Aug. '35 W31301

AW437
WM271
WM327

W31100 MISCELLANEOUS.
S.W. One -valve converter (Price 68.) -
Enthusiast's Power Amplifier (1)6) -AW370 Listener's 5 -watt A.C. Amplifier.AW421 (1/6)
Radio Unit (2v.) for W31392 .. Nor. '35WM331 Harris Eleetrogram (battery am-plifier) (1./-)
De -Luxe Concert A.C. Electro-gram Mar. '30New Style 'Short-wave Adapter

AW323)
W31387

1111392
1131398,

W111399

W51403

WM388Trickle Charger (Gd.) Jan. 5, '35 AW462Short-wave Adaptor (11-).. - AW456Superhet Converter (1/-) - AW457W31320 B.L.D.L.C. Short-wave Converter(1/) May '36 NV3.1405WM344 Wilson Tone Master (1/-).. June '36 W514013The WM. A.C. Short-wave Con -W3.1310 voi ter (1/-) .. - WM408
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RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS AND
ACCESSORIES

Surplus, Clearance or Secondhand, etc.

SOUTHERN RADIO'S Bargains.

50/-.sucyvetorsA,Itgeveset..)..01.neTvipecrohneitmele-in attractive cabinet, moving coil speaker ; 50/-:
' ,

'5-13AND Pentode Battery Kite. Complete

fIle6
m -,new and boxed with all accessories and-

. 1039 all -wave Kits, metal chassis and all
r sories, 10-2,000 metres, world-wide reception ;

te, less valves, 22/6; with 3 valves, 3416.
' -Z / 8 -BUTTON, Push-button Tuners, complete,

station tabs, with full instructions for attachment to
any Set; mains or battery, simple to attach ; 35/..

10/-.
A .sRe.tp . leaaddile)th Outfit, aceorff r iasni i(tig efianiets crystal

ment, a complete emergency installation, 10/s
cryStal set only, 30.1.

BARGAIN5/...coi aParcels eorf Useful aRnacdesio Cocrao npdoennesnetiss,

wire, circuits, etc., value over 20/-; 5/- per #11reel.
TELSEN W349 Midget Iron Core Coils, 3111t dual

range coils, 2/6 ; with aerial series condenser
W76, 3/3.

A.C.11).microphones, 4/-.
C. Multi -metres, 5 -range, 8/6; Ace " P.O."

2/6 orzer. Loud ed;ichS.peaker Units, new, :A11(1

VIALC/ES for American Receivers, all types; 5/3
V each.MISCELLANEOUS Lines of Special Interest to

Service, Men and Experimenters.
ASSORTED 1 -watt Wire -ended Resistances,
5/6; 24 tubular condensers, assorted capa-

cities up to 0.5 nail., 6/-; volume controlstrassorted
capacities (less switch), 7/6 dozen ; with switch, 11/6
dozen; mica condensers, assorted, 1/9 dozen ; Mains -
bridge type condensers, 1 add., 2-mfd., 4 mfd., 8 mfd.,
8/- dozen ; valvebolders, 5 -pin, 7 -pin, 9 -pin, 2/6
dozen; battery leads, multi -way; 6/6 dozen; parcel
of assorted servicing components comprising resist-
ances ; tubular, mica, variable, electrolytic and block
condensers ; wire; sleeving ; volume controls;
valveholdersc etc., etc., 10/- each ; parcel containing
at leiniti,t8.00 articles.
TN ANDS of Bargains in Sets, potentiometers,

oh ties, gramophone motors, crystals, head-
pho tc., etc. ; 2d. stamp brings list of further
bargain

SOUTHERN RADIO, 46, Lisle Street, London, W.C.
Gerrard 665:3.

/4_ 11111111gr*.,
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VAUXHALL-All goods previously advertised are
still available; send now for latest price list,

free.-Vauxhall Utilities, 163a, Strand, W.C.2.

1 WATT Carbon Resistances, colour coded, wire -
I ends. Acquisition of famous ma uafacturer's
surplus. bankrupt stock enables sensational -offer- of
9 for 1/-, post free, to be made. Your choice, from
10,000 to 120.1100 ohms while stock lasts.-Radiosales,
158, Alterman Road, 8.1Y.9.

AVERSION, UNIT for operating D.C. Receivers
%LP front A.C. Mains. improved type, 120 watt output
at 12/10/0. Send for our comprehensive list of speakers,
resistances and other components.
WARD; 46, Farr ingdon Street, London, E.C.4.
WI Telephone: Holbo rn 9701.

FERRANTI AF5, AF6, 10/- 6/0.-Grigg,r 70, Peel Road, Wealdstone, Middlesex.

NEW RECEIVERS AND CHASSIS
AIL ARMSTRONG Radio chassis, including Press

Button models,, exhibited at Radiolympia can
be seen and heard at our Showrooms. Demonstrations

lerlaily. Armstrong chassis are sent on 7 days' approval,
carriage and pdtiking free. Armstrong. Company
have fully illustrated technical catalogue describing
all models.-Armstrong Company, 100, St. Pancras
Way (formerly Kings Road), Camden Town, London,
NAVA. .Gulliver 3105.

flee
;) This unique Handbook

shows the easy way to
secure A M.I.c .E.,

A.M.I.E.E.,
A.M,I.A.E., A.M.I.W.T-,

A.M.I.R.E. and similar qualifica-
tions., WE GUARANTEE,-" NO PASS-NO
FEE." Details are given of over 160 Diploma
Courses In all branches of Civil, Mech., Elec.,
Motor, Aero, Radio and Television En-
gineering, Building, Government Employ-
ment, oto. Write for this enlightening Handbook

to -day FREE and post free.
British Institute of Engineering Tedinology,
409, Shakespeare House, 17, 18, 19. Stratford- PI W.1

PREMIE
1939 RADIO.

PREMIER BATTERY CHARGERS. Westinghouse
Rectification. Complete. Ready for use. To Charge
2 volts at 1 amp., 10/- ; 6 volts at 1 amp., 16/6 ;
6 volts at 1 amp., 19/6 ; 12 volts at 1 amp., 21/- ;
0 volts at 2 amps., 32/6.
MOVING COIL SPEAKERS. Magnavox - 8in.
P.111.8 with Output Transformer, 10/6. Magnavox
Sin. Energised; 2,500 ohm field with Transformer,
9/11. Rola 8in. P.M. with Transformer,- 15/-.
Rola 10in. P.M., 19/11. B.T.H. Energised
L,S., 1,650 ohm field, less Trangloritter, 9/11. Rola
0.12 12in. High -Fidelity Speakers with °Mout
Transformer, Energised 1,250 or 2,500 ohm field,
59/6. P.M. model, 79/6.
Premier Transverse Current Microphone, 20/-'.
Mierophone Transformer. 6/ -.Table Mike Stand, 7/6.

BRAIDED METAL SCREENED WIRE for mikes,
pick-ups, etc. Single, 4d. yd. ; Twin, 6d. yd.
PREMIER U.S.A. QUARTZ TRANSMITTING
CRYSTALS, 7 me. and :3.5 me., 10/- each. Enclosed
holders, 2/6 each.
CARDBOARD ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS,
4 mf. or 8 nib 500 v., 1/6 each, 8+4 mf. 500 v., 2/3,
8+8 mf. 500 v., 2/6, 4+4+1 mf. 500 v., 2/6,
16+8 mf. 500 v., 3/6.
TUBULAR METAL CAN ELECTROLYTICS by
famous makers. 4 or 8 mf. dry, 500 v. 2.1 each.
8 mf. wet, 410 v., 2/3. 8 inf. 050 V., Peak dry, 4/-.
TUBULAR -CONDENSERS, all values, from .0001 to

of., 6d. each.
U.S.A. VALVE HOLDERS, 4, 5, 0 and 7 pin, 6d.
each. Clete's, 9d. British 4, 5 or 7 pin, 6d. eaell.
CERAMIC U.S.A. VALVE HOLDERS, all fittings,
1!- each.
UTILITY Micro Cursor Dials, Direct and 100-1
Ratios, 3'9.
LIMN Power Parks in aluminium eases, 150 v.,
25 with C.:3 v. L.17., 100-250 v. mains, 10/6,
with Rectifier.
METAL RECTIFIERS; - 2 La. output,
4'6 each:-
PREMIER Short -Wave 'Condensers, all -brass
construction with Trolitul insulation, 15 nimf.,
1'6: 25 mmf.. 1'9: 40 mmf., 1/9: 100 itinif
2'- 100 nunf.. 2'3 : 250 mini.. 2/6. foul de-
s paeed Tratismitt ing Types: 13 mmf., 2,9;
40 mmf.. 3'6: 100 mutt-., 4/6.
COIL FORMERS, 4- or C-itili low -loss; 1/- each.

PREMIER MOVING COIL
METERS ,,GvuAccuracydyannte.ed.

'
del No. 2, Bakelite Case, S in. by 3 in, square, ,-itti Zero

silt,,er.
31'-

0-106 an 1A. 22 6
0-250 m 'A.
0-1 in 'A. movement with calibrated scale volts-olnns-

9.7:5

MODEL No, 21, MolaCi, No. 311.
3 -in. square case. 31-1u, diameter round ease.

m 'A. 1815 041 m 1A. .. 22'6
0-10 etf A. .. 176  (Ms it/A. 20'-
o-50 mi. 17'6 0.50 .. 20 '-
od 00 i A. .. 17 6 0-1130 re 'A- 20;-
o m 'A. 17

sMODEL 311, 04 WA, morernen-ta-2s ' 'A'wit,hcalibrated scale,
volt ,hut: -m 'A..
VOLTAGE MULTIPLIER RESISTANCES. guaranteed naen-
racy + 2 per cent. All standard ranges, 1/3 each.
TAPPED SHUNT to provide readings of 5 25' ill/A.,
25n m 'A., and 1 0110 In A., 513.

Premier Short -Wave Kits
Collude:to torflie last detit il including all Valves and
coils, as will as t heoretieal and wiring diagrams and
lurid instructions for building and working. Each
Kit is supplied with a steel Chassis and Panel and
uses plug-in coils to time from 13 to 170 metres.
1 Valve Short-wave Receiver or Adaptor Kit 17/8
1 Valve Short-wave Superhet Converter Kit 20/-
1 Valve Short-wave AA'. Superhet Converter

Kit 22/6
2 Valve Short-wave -Receiver Kit 25/--.
3 Valve Short-wave Screen Grid and Pentode

50/6

Our City Branch is moving from 165 to 169, Fleet
Street. You are invited to inspect the many BAR-
GAINS at our CLEARANCE SALE-
NOW ON at 165, Fleet Street, E.C.4.

Callers only.
Have you had our 1939 Catalogue, Handbook and
Valve Manual ? 90 pages of Radio Bargains and

Interesting Data. Price 6d.

ALL POST ORDERS TO': Jubilee Works, 167,
Lower Clapton Road, London, E.5. Amherst 4723.
CALLERS to :-Jubilee Works, or 165, Fleet
Street, E.C.4. Central 201:1 cr, 50, High Street,

Clapham, S.W.4. .11'1,41day 2381.

NEW RECEIVERS, -COMPONENTS
AND ACCESSORIES

DANK RUPT BARGAINS.-Brand new 4038 radio sets
iit makers' cartons with guarantees at less than

half ref ail prices ; send IP. stamp for list bargains. -
261 -1, Lichfield Road; Aston, Birmingham.

BANKRUPT BARGAINS.-List free. All new goods.
Ferguson 5-v. all -wave superhet chassis, A .C./D.C

complete everything lees cabinets, 75s. Truphonie 5-v.
1939 121 guinea 4 -band sets, in 1988peahinets,
Portadyne 5-v. all -wave mains sti perbet it, 1939, A:5/109.
Belmant A.C./D.C. midget -sets, 55/-, Bally others.
Get my quit ation for anything radio.-Butlin, 6,

SO 11 it'd Avt lie, Brighton. Preston 4030c

V.LVES

AMERICAN  Valves in Sealed Cartons, all types,
5/6 post paid.-Valves, 661/3, Harrow Road,

N.1V.10.

LOUDSPEAKER REPAIRS

LOUDSPI4KER repairs,t British, American, any
make. 24 -hour se rvi m, moderate prices.-

Sinelai r Speakers, Alma Gm ve, Copenhagen Street,
London. Ni..

REPAIRS
in Moving Coil Speakers, ('ones and Coils

fitted and Rewound. Fickle altered. Prices
Quoted including' Eliminators. Loudspeakers Re-
paired, 4/. ; L.F. and Speech Transformers, -I/-, post
free. Trade invited. Guaranteed. Sat isfaet
Prompt Service, Estimates Free.-L.S. Repair Service,
5, Bantam Grove, London, S.W.:12. Battersea 1321.

SITUATIONS VACANT
WANTED-Ambitious young men to prepare for

well paid posts in TELEVISION, the great
career of the future. Apply far free booklet from
BRITISH INSTITUTE Ole ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY, 18P, Stratford Place, W.I.

MISCELLANEOUS

BESTERTH for wireless. - Particulars: John
Holmes & Song, 10, Isleworth Drive, Chorley.

METAL chassis, pane 's and cabinets, from 2/6;
made to your requirement 4. hioli nt. (potations

and satisfaction guaranteed.-Ihe lit VON:, t Ynxluc-
tions, Rigby Lane, Bromsgrove, Worcs.

F" DSALE.-" EDYsTONE " SH I EOR.-WAV
FOC11.-Pu.tcric.kr, WIlisuss Bandspread short-

wave Three. Complete, valves.-8ta1letim, 13, Wilfred
Street, Derby.

Ensfinee Ps
Write TO-DAV_ for
this great Guide, con-
taining world's widest
choice of home -study
courses in engineering
covering all branches
including Radio, Tele-
vision, Sound Repro -

which alone give the
ditetion, etc., and SEICCESS
Regulations for Quali-
fications such as
A, .31. T. E, Ec
A. M. l' 41. 1-'"'A.11.1.w.T., C.
etc. Training mild
Successful Guaranteed

THE TECHNOLOGICAL
INSTITUTE OF
GREAT BRITAIN,f',:
42, Temple Bar
House, London, E.C.4

(Founded 1917)
20,000 Successes.

aide
To

.111101.1111 PON. 1..10.11.41.w N10.141111.04011411

FREE ADVICE BUREAU
I COUPON
I This coupon is available until February 25th,

1939, and must accompany all Queries and
Wrinkles,

PRACTICAL AND A MA TEUR WIRELESS,
18/2/:0).

sesinissarnmara

fit
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Build Your A.R.P., Shelter with

"COMMONSENSE.
99

Byand A. MAJOR -

C. H. FOULKES,
GENERAL

C.B., C.M.G., D.S.C.

FACED with the urgent necessity of providing ourselves with adequate defence
against air raids, elaborate precautions are now being made to safeguard the

public. Many schemes have been proposed by the Government, but all entail
considerable expenditure, which the man in the street, the house -owner and the small
trader may find beyond their means. This book has been specially prepared for the
large majority of the population, SHOWING HOW TO MAKE USE OF THE
MATERIALS AT IMMEDIATE DISPOSAL instead of expending large sums on
the procuring of concrete, sandbags, etc. These, too, in the event of another crisis
might be unobtainable ! Major -General Foulkes does not always agree with the
official A.R.P. proposals, and so this eminently practical book has its provocative side.

Major -General Foulkes, the author, was the
leader of a gallant band of volunteers recruited
in secret from the scientific schools and colleges
of this country which, during the Great War,
carried out nearly 1,000 gas attacks against the

Germans.
He organised, raised and trained the "Special
Brigade " and commanded it until the armistice.

I
I
I ORDER FORM 1

II
II Please supply copy(ies) " COMMONSENSE AND U

I A.R.P.,'' 1/- net or by post 1/2 from the Publisher, C. Arthur 111
Peareaf, Ltd. (Book Dept.), Inwer House, Southampton IStreet, Strand, London, W.C.,..1,-,,,\ i

IHand this form to
Name Iyour newsagent,

Iwho will supply the
book for 1/-. Or
send form with P.O. Address Ifor 1/2 to the

IIpublishers, and it
will be seat by

return. i P.W. 18.2.39. II
Li= m moi Jul. .... ...... MI al MMMMMM MI IIIII MI IIIIII IIM WOMANi

a

SOME OF THE A.R.P. SCHEMES PREPARED
By MAJOR -GENERAL C. H. FOULKES,

C.B., C.M.G., D.S.O.
Messrs. N. M. Rothschild & Sons. Central Electricity Board(Headquarters). British American Tobacco Co., Ltd. (Mill-bank). Messrs. Carreras Ltd. Messrs. Celanese Ltd. (Celanese
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